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Abstract 

Between February 1992 and June 1994, the Beijing Spectrometer (BES) experiment 

collected 24.5 pb- 1 of data in e+ e- collisions at a center of mass energy of 4.03 GeV, 

above threshold for production of Dt D; meson pairs. In this thesis , these data 

are searched for Dt D; events by identifying sets of charged tracks consistent with 

the decay channels Ds-+ ¢Yir,¢-+ [{+[{-; Ds-+ l\"*0 !\·,I\*0 -+ f{+rr-; or Ds-+ 

K2I\·, K2 -+ rr+rr-. A global maximum-likelihood technique is used, which combines 

particle identification detector data and a kinematic fit to each decay hypothesis , for 

maximum sensitivity. A sample of 190 candidates is found in the mass range 1958.5-

1978.5 MeV jc2
, of which 76.9 ± 13.8 are estimated (from a fit to 1097 combinations 

with 1800 < m < 2015 MeV /c2
) to be true e+e--+ Dt D; events. 

This event sample is searched for leptonic decays of the Ds meson in the channels 

Ds-+ f-lV~, and Ds-+ TVr (with T-+ fLV,,Vr, T-+ eVeVr , or T-+ 7rl/T). Five candidate 

decays are found. A likelihood function is formed as a product over the candidate 

events , where each contributes a sum over all of the leptonic decay channels, weighted 

according to the likelihoods of the particle identifications and the kinematics of the 

decay. This likelihood function is maximized with respect to the branching fraction 

B(Ds -+ fLV~-'), or the Ds pseudoscalar decay constant fD . , with the results 

B(Ds -+ fLVI-') = .75:::~~3 (stat)± .06 (syst) % , 

!D. = 308:::~~~ (stat)± 12 (syst) MeV . 

Comparison of the measured value of fD. with other experimental determinations and 

with a variety of theoretical models is discussed, with implications for constraining 

those models. 
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Cl1apter 1 Overview 

As a taxonomic enterprise, high energy physics is competitive with the most ardent 

zoological survey. The 1994 edition of the R eview of Particle P rope?'ties [1]li sts more 

than 180 identified particles , and thousands of particle decay channels or interactions . 

Particle names are a wondrous cacophony of Latin and Greek letters, subscripts, su

perscripts, symbols and numbers. All these measurements are empirical, the fruits of 

hundreds of person-years of labor and billions of dollars spent worldwide on acceler

ators , detectors, and computers. 

Yet high energy physics is not merely "stamp collecting. " Over the past thirty 

years, two models have developed to systematize and explain the ever-growing volume 

of experimental data. The electromagnetic and weak nuclear forces are unified as 

components of the spontaneously broken symmetry group SU(2)L x U( 1)y [2,3]. The 

strong nuclear force is explained as the interaction of particles in the SU(3) symmetry 

group, via the theory of quantum chromodynamics [4]. Together, these form the 

Standard Model of particle physics, a theory which has met with success at every test, 

despite its empirical basis and its relatively large number of experimentally-determined 

parameters. 

Of the vast number of experimental measurements, a few directly probe the un

derlying assumptions of the Standard Model. High energy scattering of electrons on 

nuclei (deep inelastic scattering) reveal pointlike quarks as the constituents of bary

ons [5]. Inclusive measurement of event rates in e+ e- collisions verifies the fractional 

charge (and mass hierarchy) of quarks [6]. Observation of multiple jets of particles 

in high-energy collisions demonstrates the existence of gluons in quark-quark interac

tions [7 ,8]. Observation of mesons decaying exclusively to leptons probes the meson 

wavefunctions and the potential which holds quarks in bound states [9]. 

In this thesis, I present an absolute measurement of the decay rate of the pseudo

scalar Ds meson (the lowest energy c8 quark bound state) into leptons, Ds ----+ f-11/ 11 
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and Ds --+ TI/T. From these decays, I determine the decay constant of the Ds meson, 

fv s vvhich can be related directly to the amplitude of the Ds wavefunction at zero dis

tance. The data from which I make these measurements were taken with the Beijing 

Spectrometer (BES) at the Beijing Electron-Positron Collider (BEPC), a facility of 

the Institute for High Energy Physics of the People's Republic of China. BES is an 

international collaboration, involving approximately 150 researchers from more than a 

dozen institutions in the United States and China: China's Institute for High Energy 

Physics, the Chinese University of Science and Technology (Hefei), Shandong Uni

versity (Jinan), Boston University, the California Institute of Technology, Colorado 

State University, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the Stanford Linear Ac

celerator Center, the former Superconducting Supercollider Laboratory, the University 

of California at Irvine, the University of Hawaii, the University of Texas at Dallas, 

and Washington University. 

In the next chapter , I present an overview of the Standard Model of electroweak 

interactions, and theoretical models of meson structure and dynamics. In Part II, I 

present the experimental basis for my analysis. Chapter 3 covers the BEPC accelerator 

and theBES detector, emphasizing those components central to the identification of Ds 

leptonic decay events. Chapter 4 describes the detector triggers and filtering criteria 

used to select events for further analysis. Chapter 5 describes the various Monte Carlo 

data sets that were generated for analysis of event selection efficiencies and sources 

of background. Part III covers my analysis methodology (Chapter 6), the specific 

techniques I apply to particle identification (Chapter 7), selection of events containing 

possible Ds mesons (Chapter 8) and candidates for Ds leptonic decays (Chapter 9). 

In Part IV, I derive physics results from this analysis using the maximum likelihood 

technique (Chapter 10), including leptonic decay rates and the Ds decay constant 

(Chapter 11), and discuss the implications of these results for both theoretical models 

and other experiments (Chapter 12). Some of the software packages I developed or 

used in my analysis are presented, for reference, in the Appendices (Part V). 
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Cl1apter 2 Tl1eoretical U nderpi11nings 

2.1 The Standard Model 

The Standard Model of high-energy physics is the most successful description we 

have of the fundamental interactions of matter. Despite having approximately 20 

empirical parameters~ there is a certain simplicity and elegance in its conventional 

formulation as a Lorentz-covariant Lagrangian quantum field theory, symmetric under 

transformations of the group SU(3)c x SU(2)L x U(l)y. The unified electroweak 

Lagrangian (SU(2)L x U(lh·) is [1] 

fermions _ . gmi H 
2( 1/Ji( z fJ- 1ni - 2JV!w )1/Ji 

- _!!_1/J·111 (1 - 1
5 )(T+vv+ + r-nr-)1./)· 2.J2 ' J1 J1 l 

- eqi1/Ji/'P1/Ji A 11 - '> gO 1./'i! 11 (9v,i - 9A ,il )1/Ji Z11 (2.1) 
~ COS W 

where Ow= tan- 1(g'/g) is the mixing angle between the SU(2) (g coupling) and U(1) 

(g' coupling) symmetries; e = g sin Ow is the positron charge; and A,, is the vector 

potential (photon) electromagnetic field. The T± are the weak isospin raising and 

lowering operators, which couple weak isodoublet partners to the vv; charged weak 

field 2
. The weak vector and axial couplings to the Z0 (the Z11 field) are 

9V,i 
- • 2 = t 3,i - 2qi sm Ow 

1There are 19 basic parameters: the masses of the charged leptons and the quarks, the coupling 
strengths of each symmetry group, the mass of the Higgs boson and its coupling to the fermions , 
the mixing between the U(1)y and SU(2)L symmetries, and the CKM quark mixing matrix. Some 
authors include neutrino masses and a hypothetical leptonic mixing matrix within the context of the 
Standard Model, which adds seven parameters ; other authors consider the photon identically masses , 
which constrains the relationship between g , g' , and Bw. 

2 For quarks , the w± does not couple to the mass eigensta.tes q; , but to the weak eigenstates 
q; = .Z::::j V;jqj , where V; j is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix between the ith 

and jth down-type quarks [10]. 
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9A. i (2.2) 

with t3 ,i the weak isospin of fermion i ( +~ for up-type quarks and neutrinos; -~ for 

clown-type quarks a.ncl electrons, muons, and taus). The q; are the fermion electric 

charges in units of e. The Higgs mechanism spontaneously breaks the electroweak 

symmetry, giving mass to the weak vector bosons (Hi ± and Z 0 ) and making the 

photon massless, and introducing a. coupling of the fermions to the scalar Higgs field 

H, proportional to the fermion mass. 

The strong interaction ( QCD) Lagrangian [1] 1s symmetric under 8 U ( 3) trans

formations of the quark color charge, 

1 quarks - · . _ . . 
__ F(a) F( a ),w + """' io /1' '"YP( D ·) .. o/1J _ 1n o!."' o/,] 

4 p.v .L.., 'f' q 1 '' tJ'i'q q 'fl q 'fl q 
q 

(2.:3) 

~ A a ;::) A a + }' 4b Ac 
Up.·l-l.v - Uv p. 9s abc -' p v , (2.4) 

gluons >, a . 
r ~ . 'I\"' z,J Aa. 
Uij U,, - 298 .L.., 

2 
P , 

Q. 

(2.5) 

where 9s = J4rro 8 is the QCD coupling constant, and the .fabc are SU(3) structure 

constants. The .fa&c and A matrices are discussed in detail in Ref. [1]. The (eight) 

gluon fields A~ couple both to quark spinors 7/Jq (with color indices i and j) and to 

one another. 

In the Standard Model matter appears as fermions (spin-~ particles) which couple 

to one another via. spin-1 gauge bosons. Left-handed fermions are doublets under the 

weak SU(2) symmetry, coupling to the TV± and Z 0 bosons; right-handed fermions 

are SU(2) singlets. The U(1) electromagnetic interaction, mediated by the photon 

(AP), couples to electrically· charged fermions only, with equal left- and right-handed 

couplings. The two symmetry groups SU(2)L and U(1)y are mixed , and the mass 

symmetry of their couplings broken , by the Higgs interaction. The neutral fields W:f 
(SU(2)) and B'' (U(1)) are transformed into the physical Z'' and AP via. the weak 
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mixing angle BI,F, 

A 11 Hl j' sin Bw + B 11 cos Bw 

Z 11 JVj' cos Bw - B'' sin Bw . 

Finally, the quarks couple via their strong (color) charge to eight gluons (g) in 5'U(3) 

color triplets, which are mixtures of the electroweak-coupling quark spinors. The 

mixing is described by the Cabibbo-I--:obayashi-Maskawa matrix [10], operating on 

the clown-type quarks, d~ = Lj \'~)d.i, where the dj are the SU(3) (strong coupling and 

mass) eigenstates, and the mixed d~ are the electroweak eigenstates. 

The fermions appear in three "families ," or "generations," which differ only m 

mass; current measurements [1 , 11-14] rule out the existence of more than three light 

neutrinos, a result which is conventionally interpreted as a limit on the number of 

quark and lepton generations. Figure 2.1 summarizes the "Periodic Table" of funda

mental particles in the Standard Model [1.5]. 

The success of the Standard Model is both qualitative and quantitative: its sym

metries and interactions are consistent with the observed interactions and decays of 

particles; and the current world-average results are consistent with it to within two 

standard deviations [1]. Where some experiments do not agree (for example, the 

solar neutrino problem [16]) there are several additional assumptions, which may be 

inadequate, built into the predictive calculations or the experimental interpretations. 

2.2 Leptonic Decays of Mesons 

Despite the success of the Standard Model, extracting results is still somewhat prob

lematic, especially in quantum chromoclynamics (QCD). The strong coupling constant, 

o 5 , is a function of energy, becoming larger as the energy (or momentum transfer q) 

becomes small. At a scale below 1 GeV, o 5 becomes unity, rendering perturbative 

(Feynman diagram) calculations, which rely on expansions in powers of o 5 , useless. 

Non-perturbative techniques , such as lattice QCD [17], are promising, but do not 



-I 

Leptons spin=1 / 2 Quarks spin=1 / 2 

Flavor 
Mass 

Charge 
GeV /c2 

Approx 

Flavor Mass Charge 

GeV /c2 

V e < 5 X 10-9 0 u 0.005 2/3 

e 0.000511 -1 d 0.01 -1 / 3 

v,, < 0.0003 0 c 1.5 2j:3 

fl 0.106 -1 s 0.2 -1/3 

V T < 0.03 0 t 170 2/3 

T 1. 7771 -1 b 4.7 -1/3 

Bosons spin=1 

Mass 
Flavor 

GeV /c2 
Charge 

1 (photon) 0 0 
w± 80.22 ±1 
zo 91.187 0 

g (gluon) 0 0 

Figure 2.1: The Standard Model of high-energy physics. Adapted from 
Ref. [15] . 
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yet provide precise, detailed results. Instead , calculations of hadronic physics rely 

on phenomenology and effective field theories, which convert the unknown effects of 

non-perturbative QCD into arbitrary parameters or functions , to be determined by 

experiment. 

The leptonic decay of mesons is a good example of this phenomenological approach 

[1 8], and is the topic of my thesis. Figure 2.2 shows the lowest order Feynman diagram 

for the leptonic decay of a. meson J\!I with quark content ( Qq) to a lepton .e- and its 

associated antineutrino /]e. 

r 

Figure 2.2: Lowest order Feynman diagram for the leptoni c decay of meson 
M with quark content (Qq) , showing the quark current in the meson (left), 
the l¥ propagator (middle), and the final state lepton current (right). 

The currents LJ.L and H'' in Figure 2.2 are written 

(2.6) 

]~-' (2.7) 

(assuming that Q is a. down-type quark). Nai"vely, one would expect to write the 

matrix element for Figure 2.2 as 

(2.8) 

where H~-' = (Oil~-'lil1) . The quark current is not free , and the non-perturba.tive 

effects that embed the quarks in the mesonic bound state cannot be evaluated directly 
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from QCD. We parameterize these unknown effects using functions (form factors) 

of the available four-vectors and polarization states in the problem. For leptonic 

decays of pseudoscalar mesons, these complications simplify tremendously: there is 

no polarization of the initial state, and the four-momentum transfer q'' is constrained 

to q2 = -rn~. What would otherwise be a. form factor f(q 2) becomes a constant fM, 

the decay constant of the meson M, and we can write 

r(M--+ f!v) 

Specializing to the case of the Ds meson ( Q = c, q = s), the leptonic partial width 

and branching fraction are 

f(Ds--+ £1/e) 

B(Ds --+ fl/e) 

- 2 
~ 
-1.5 
> 
::!. 

i 
"' Cl 

iii' 0.5 

100 

Gj, I Vcs 1

2 
f 2 2 ( rn ~ ) 

2 

m m 1---S7r . Ds Ds e m 2 
D, 

(2.9) 

TD ,r(Ds --+eve) . 

20 
OJ 
0 

15 "' 
-1-
.-l 

10 $. 

5 ~ 

200 300 400 500 ° 
f(D

5
) (MeV) 

Figure 2.3: Dependence of B(Ds--+ Cve) on fDs, assuming lepton universality. 
The leptonic branching fraction is quadratic in the decay constant fDs for all 
lepton families. The left scale shows B(Ds --+ fJVJI) in percent, and the right 
scale shows B(Ds--+ Tl/7 ) = 9.75 · B(Ds--+ f-11/p). 

Using the world-average values [1] for the parameters of equation 2.9, the branching 
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fractions depend only on fD , and the lepton mass , 

(2.10) 

(with fD , and me expressed in MeV) , or 

( 2.11) 

This gives the relation Be : B11 : Br = 2.3.5 x 10-5 
: 1 : 9. 75, independently of 

fDs. In Figure 2.3, I plot equation 2.10 for B 11 and B7 • For later reference, I write 

equation 2.10 as B(Ds --1- Eve) = Aef~s ' where 

Ae ~ -1 2 -4 2 ( mi )
2 

(i.179 x 10 MeV )me 1--2-ni-Ds 

7.771 x 10-7 MeV- 2 , 

7.969 x 10-8 MeV-2 
, (2.12) 

using world-average values [1] for the lepton and D s masses. 

In systems containing at least one heavy quark , such as the charm and bottom 

hadron systems, one of the earliest models created to explain the observed masses 

involves a non-relativistic Schrodinger equation [9, 19], in which the quarks are bound 

in a Coulombic potential with a linear confining term at large distances, e.g. [20], 

\l(r) = ~r + c- 4o5 (r)/31' . 

In this model, the pseudoscalar decay constant is related to the amplitude of 

the meson wavefunction at the origin (or equivalently, the overlap of the two quark 

wavefunctions), since the annihilation of Figure 2.2 is a contact interaction. The result 

is [9] 

(2.13) 
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Part II 

Experimental Data 
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Cl1apter 3 Apparatus 

3.1 Beijing Electron-Positron Collider (BEPC) 

The Beijing Electron-Positron Collider (BEPC), located in southwestern Beijing, 

P.R.C., is similar in structure to the SPEAR storage ring at SLAC [21, 22]. The 

accelerator and storage ring are shown schematically in Figure 3.1. The complex 

supports e+ e- collisions at center-of-mass energies from 3 to 5 Ge V, as well as single

beam operation for generating synchrotron radiation. It has two interaction regions 

avai lable, of which one is currently occupied by the BES detector (the other is not 

used). The nominal operating parameters of the accelerator are listed in Table 3.1 [22]. 

The coordinate system of the accelerator and detector are defined by the beams: the 

electron beam travels along the z axis from -oo to +oo, and the x-y plane is normal 

to the beam line, with the x axis horizontal. 

~-----------------------336m------------------------~ 

120 MeV 
Linac 

\ 
30 MeV 

Pre-injector 

202 m __________ ___.,...,_ 68 m L-6-6 -m---....-11-----T"' 

e· Production 
Target 

e' Linac 

Synchrotron 
Radiation 

Lines 

Figure 3.1: The BEPC Accelerator and Storage Ring, IHEP, Beijing, P.R.C. 
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Table 3.1: Operating Parameters of BEPC (Adapted from Refs . [21] and [22]). 

I Parameter I Symbol I Nominal Value I 
Center of mass energy Ecm 3- 5 GeV 

Storage ring circumference L 240.400 m 

Bunch spacing tb 801 .888 ns 

Number of bunches N 1 

Nat ural bunch length CY[ 5.20 em 

Particles per bunch at injection Nb 6.8 X 1010 

Revolution frequency fo 1247.057 kHz 

Horizontal beta function at IP !3; 130 em 

Vertical beta function at IP {3* y 10 em 

Horizontal spot size at IP (J; 592 t-tm 

Vertical spot size at IP (J* 
X 38.7 t-tm 

Horizontal linear tune shift tlvx 0.035 

Vertical linear tune shift tlvy 0.035 

Beam Pipe inner radius at IP r* 7.5 em 
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The expected luminosity of BEPC is 

N N'f fo ·) 4 103o -2 -1 
Lnom = = -· X Clll S 

( 4rrO"~O";) 

The actual luminosity measured by BES (Section 3.2.2, below) during the 1992-1994 

runs was typically a few 1030 cm-2 s- 1 , matching this expectation well. 

3.2 Beijing Spectrometer (BES) 

The Beijing Spectrometer (BES) is a general purpose detector optimized for physics 

in the few GeV region. It has been described in detail elsewhere [23]. Figure 3.2 

shows schematic views of the detector in the axial and transverse directions. The 

major components of the detector , from the center (beam line) outward, are described 

briefly in the following sections. 

3.2.1 Bea1n Pipe 

The beam pipe in the vicinity of the BES interaction point (IP) is 0.3 mm thick 

aluminum reinforced with 2 mm of carbon fiber, with an outer diameter ( OD) of 

15.4 em. This corresponds to 0.0223 radiation lengths of material transverse to the 

beam line. The beam pipe encloses a vacuum of 2 x 10-10 torr. 

3.2.2 Lu1ninosity Monitor 

The BES luminosity monitor is a set of four combination plastic scintillator/ shower 

counter telescopes, arranged in pairs at opposite ends of the detector, as shown in 

Figure 3.3. Small pieces of plastic scintillator define a fiducial area for coincidence of 

Bhabha-scattered electrons , while a sampling calorimeter of tungsten and scintillator 

provides energy measurements for identification of luminosity (Bhabha scattering) 

events. 



l.S 

Figure 3.2: TheBES detector. (Top) Transverse view; (Bottom) axial view. 
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e 

Figure 3.3: The BES Luminosity Monitor, showing the position (P) and 
coincidence (C) scintillation counters, and the sampling calorimeters (S ). The 
angular acceptance for Bhabha-scattered electrons is also shown for one set 
of counters. 

3.2.3 Central Drift Cha1nber 

A four-layer central drift chamber (CDC, ID 18.4 em, OD 30.2 em, length 110 em) 

is designed to provide tracking of charged particles close to the interaction point, for 

precise determination of primary and secondary event vertices. In practice, it was 

used only for triggering of events, and was not involved in reconstruction or data. 

analyses. The CDC is a multiwire proportional chamber, using HRS gas (89% argon, 

10% C02 , 1% CH4 ) as the active medium, and contains 48 x 1-sense wire cells per 

layer , with resolution of O"x = 150 11m, O"z = 1 em (by charge division), and solid angle 

coverage of 98% of 47r . 

3.2.4 Main Drift Cha1nber 

The main drift chamber (MDC, ID 31.0 em, OD 230.0 em, length 220.0 em) is the 

primary component for identifying charged particles in the BES detector. It is a 

multiwire proportional chamber also using HRS gas as the active medium, with 10 

layers of 4-sense-wire cells, 5 axial and 5 stereo, as shown in Figure 3.4. There are 
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48 to 108 cells per layer. Tracking and momentum measurement of charged particles 

is done with pulse-time readouts of the sense wires; the momentum resolution is 

IJpiP = 2.1%Jl + p2 (pin GeVIc). Particle identification is done by measuring 

energy loss in traversing the chamber, via pulse-height measurements from each sense 

wire; dE I dx resolution is 8.5% FWHM for Bhabha-scattered electrons . The solid 

angle coverage of the MDC is 96% of 471" at the second layer, and 75% of 471" at the 

last (tenth) layer. 

Figure 3.4: One sector of the BES main drift drift chamber (MDC) showing 
the ten layers of cells. Guard wires are indicated by the lines of dots ( · · ·), 
the field shaping and signal wires are indicated by the lines of 'x 's. 

3.2.5 Titne of Flight Counters 

Besides dE I dx, particle identification is also provided by time of flight counters in the 

barrel and end caps. The barrel TOF contains 48 15 em x 5 em x 284 em scintillation 

counters arranged around the main drift chamber. The end cap TOFs are each 24 

pieces of 2.5 em thick scintillator forming a disk (ID 75 em, OD 211 em). Time 

resolution for electrons was approximately 300 psin 1990, and about 400 psin 1994, 

with combined coverage of 96% of 471" (75% of 471" for the barrel counters only). 
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3.2.6 Shower Counter 

Identification of electrons and neutral particles (photons and r. 0 mesons) is provided 

by electromagnetic calorimeters consisting of shower counters on both the barrel (BSC, 

ID 247.0 em, OD 338.2 em, length 38.5.0 em) and end caps (ESC, ID 74.6 em, OD 

192.0 em, thickness 41.0 em), as shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. The chambers consist 

of 12 radiation lengths of lead/ gas-counter sandwich, with the gas counters running 

in streamer mode to count shower particles. Resolution is CJE/ E = 22%/VE (E in 

GeV), CJ¢ = 4.5 mrad,CJ, = 2 em in the BSC, and CJx = 0.7 cm,CJy = 13%L (tube 

length) in the ESC. The coverage of the BSC is 70% of 4r.; combined coverage is 94% 

of 4r.. 

3.2. 7 Magnet Coil 

TheBES detector is operated with a 4 kG axial magnetic field for momentum measure

ment . The field is provided by a conventional aluminum coil magnet surrounding the 

barrel shower counter (ID 3.48 m, OD 4.14 m, length 3.60 m), and in turn surrounded 

by several layers of steel-plate flux return. 

3.2.8 Muon Tracking Counters 

The magnetic flux return is instrumented with three double layers of proportional 

counter tubes sandwiched between layers of iron absorber, which are read out at both 

ends via charge division. This muon counter (MUC) system is most sensitive to 

muons, which can penetrate the material of the shower counter, magnet coil, and flux 

return much more readily than hadrons. Position resolution is rJ z = 5 em, rJ r¢ = 3 em; 

solid angle coverage is 68% of 4r.. 

3.3 BES Trigger System 

The BES trigger system is used to decide whether the data acquired by the detector 

should be accepted and written to tape for reconstruction. The decision is made by 
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Fixing 

Figure 3.5: TheBES barrel shower counter (BSC) showing overall construc

tion (top) and an individual gas counter (bottom). 
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Figure 3.6: One of two BES end cap shower counters (ESC) showing overall 
construction in cross section (left) and plan (middle} and details of individual 
gas counters (right). 

combining up to sixteen trigger conditions, each corresponding to data from a single 

detector component, into a trigger. For a given data-taking period , up to eight triggers 

may be defined . The tr igger condit ions are listed in Table 3.2; specific triggers are 

defined for different running energies and physics selections. See Chapter 4 for D s 

t rigger definitions . 
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Table 3.2: BES Trigger Conditions. 

Name System Description of Condition 

TOF B-B Barrel TOF Paired hits in back-to-back counters 

Ntof2:1 Barrel TOF At least one counter with paired hits 

Ntof2:2 Barrel TOF At least two counters with paired hits 

N-Veto BSC+MDC Non-zero energy and at least one track 

End B-B End cap TOF Hits in back-to-back counters 

Ntrk2:1 MDC At least one charged track 

Ntrk2:2 MDC At least two charged tracks 

Ntrk2:4 MDC At least four charged tracks 

Muon-OR MUC At least one hit in any chamber 

CDC-OR CDC At least one hit in layers 3 or 4 

ESC-Et ESC Total energy above threshold 

Etot-L BSC Total energy above low threshold 

Etot-H BSC Total energy above high threshold 
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Cl1apter 4 Data Acquisition a11d Filtering 

The BEPC accelerator and BES detector operated at a center-of-mass energy Ecm = 

4.03 GeV for three running periods , from 1992 through 1994. An integrated luminosity 

of approximately 24.5 pb -l was collected on tape during this time. 1 The global prop

erties of this data, and the hadronic (charm) event selection procedures, are described 

below. 

(a) 
e e 

(c) 
e 

Figure 4.1: Lowest-order Feynman diagrams for production of charmed 
mesons in e+ e- collisions: (a) neutral D production; (b) charged D pro
duction; (c) Ds production. Near threshold, the relative amplitudes of these 
diagrams, and the possible excitations of the mesonic bound states, must be 
computed using phenomenologica.l models ( c.f. Appendix A). 

Figure 4.1 shows the lowest order Feynman diagrams for production of charmed 

mesons at BES. At Ecm = 4.0:3 GeV, the accelerator is above threshold for production 

of D D, D* D, and D* D* in both charged and neutral channels , as well as n; D-;. In 

addition to the "signal" charm states, a number of other physics channels, including 

light quark production , lepton pair production, and two-photon interactions, contrib-

1 Luminosity is determined from a count. of small-angle e+ e- (Bhabha) scattering events and 
cross-checked against e+ e- ---+ e+ e- and e+ e- ---+ J-1+ J-1- events reconstructed in the BES detector. 



ute to the total cross section (Figure 4.2). Both initial and final state radiation (e.g., 

e+ e- --+ e+ e-1) can modify the diagrams shown, as well as opening new physics 

channels, such as e+e- --+IV'' [24] (Figure 4.:3). 

(a) (b) 
e f.l,'t e 

f.l, 't 

(c) (d) 

Figure 4.2: Additional physics processes accessible in e+ e- collisions at 
Ecm = 4.03 GeV: Direct production of leptons (a) and hadrons (b), and 
two-photon production of leptons (c) and hadrons (d) (the scattered beam 
particles tend to be lost at small angles). 

4.1 Raw Data Sample 

The BES trigger system (Section 3.3) was configured for the Ds running periods to 

provide maximum acceptance for the hadronic events expected from charm production 

(Figure 4.1 ). The combination of triggers used during the running is summarized in 

Table 4.1. With these triggers, the event rate was typically 5- 10 Hz. 

Table 4.2 lists the integrated luminosity for each Ds running period. During the 

199:3 runs, a data acquisition failure suppressed the readout of dE I dx information for 

approximately half the data. As a result, two different luminosities are reported: the 

total J L dt determined from small-angle Bhabha events during the run, and a "good 

dE I dx" luminosity, computed from reconstructed large angle e+ e- scattering events 

for which dE I dJ: data was available for both tracks. 
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Figure 4.3: Initial-state radiation diagram (lowest-order) for charmonium 
production at Ecm = 4.03 GeV. 

Table 4.1: Trigger selections defined and used ( *) during BES D s data. taking 
periods , 1992- 1994. For each trigger, ' +'indicates a required condition; '- ' 
indicates a. veto (required absence) condition. See section 3.3 for the details 
of trigger conditions. 

* * * 
Conditions CHARGED COSMIC DS1 DS2 DS3 DS4 ESC 2-MU 

TOF B-B 

Ntof2:1 + + + 
Ntof>2 + + + 
N-VETO 

END B-B + + 
Ntrk>1 + + + + + 

Ntrk~2 + + 
Ntrk>4 - -

MUON-OR + + 

CDC + + + + + + + 

ESC-Et + 
Etot-L + 
Etot-H + 
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My analysis utili zes only the "good dE I d1·" data, since not only is particle identific

ation essentially impossible without dE Ida· measurements, but the electronics failure 

invalidated the drift chamber timing information for those events, making the track 

reconstruction useless. 

Table 4.2: Integrated luminosity for BES Ds running periods (yymmdd). 
Run numbers are used internally for reference by the BES collaboration; run 
numbers and periods not listed refer to data taken at different energies for 
calibration or for other physics studies . Both the total integrated luminosity 
(J L dt) and the luminosity for "good dE I dx" [good] events are listed; see text 
for details. Nhad is the number of events after the hadronic event selection 
(Section 4.2) is applied . 

Period I Run Numbers I f L dt [good] (nb - 1
) Nhad (events) I 

920124-920319 3097-3578 2296.257 all 117 :359 

920402-920421 3739-3966 982.820 all 58 700 

921206- 921221 4363-4423 253 .531 [124.845] 0 

930214-930511 4489- 5304 5012.759 [2517.876] 432 833 

930511- 930615 5305-5698 2020.537 all 131 329 

940106-940131 6060- 6413 3251.615 all 211 726 

940131- 940331 6414-6946 6519.888 [6519.622] 352 520 

940401-940514 6947-7426 4163.488 all 271 102 

I Total 1 24soo.895 [21877.052] 1 575 569 1 

4.2 Hadronic Event Selection 

At 4.03 Ge V, the total charm production cross section is predicted to be a( charm) = 

12.8 nb, according to the coupled-channel model of Eichten, et al. (Appendix A). With 

a typical luminosity of a few 1030 cm- 2 s- 1 , we expect a charm (D, D*, or Ds) event 

rate rv 0.03 Hz, or one or two events per minute. A vast majority of the triggered 

events in the raw data. samples are not going to be important for Ds or other charm 

physics analyses. As part of the reconstruction process, only events consistent with 

ha.dronic production were selected for further analysis (separate selections of two-prong 
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Bhabha-sca.ttering or dimuon production were also made). 

The hadronic event selection [25] consists of three general criteria which reasonably 

describe the physics of multihadron production in e+ e- collisions: multiple charged 

and neutral tracks, all originating from a common vertex (the interaction point), with 

summed momenta. consistent with the e+ C collision. The detailed selection criteria 

are 

1. N chg < 12 OR { N chg 2': 12 AND Psum :::; 10 Ge V} , 

2. Ngood 2': 3 OR {N9 ood < 2 AND N"~ 2': 2}, 

3. Vxy < 2 em AND 11;~ 1 < 20 em, and 

4. Psum > 1.5 Ge V 

N chg is the total number of reconstructed charged tracks , and N 9 ood the reconstruc

ted tracks with converged fits (x2 < 50). N"~ is the number of isolated photons in the 

event: neutral energy clusters in the shower counter with E > 50 MeV and at least 

14° separation from the nearest charged track (cos O"~c = max( F:y ·fie) < 0.97). Vxy and 

Vz are estimates of the primary vertex position (relative to the center of the detector), 

rDCA 
1--t -

10 em 

( 4.1) 

(4.2) 

averaged over all good charged tracks with reasonable momentum (0.1 < p < 4 GeV) 

and a distance of closest approach (DCA) to the beam axis of less than 10 em. The 

scalar momentum Psum = Li lfii I, is summed over all charged tracks with reasonable 

momenta., and all isolated photons (see above). 

Criterion ( 1) eliminates detector "noise" corresponding to large sectors of the 

main drift chamber (apparently) firing simultaneously. The reconstruction software 

attempts to form tracks from all the contiguous "hits," resulting in many dozen tracks, 
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or tracks with physically impossible momenta (tens or hundreds of GeV). This cri

terion generally limits the data to a maximum of 12 prong events , while allowing 

higher multiplicities if the momentum sum is sensible. With an average charm decay 

multiplicity of'""' 2.6 [26], less than 0.45% of charm events could be rejected ; with the 

momentum-sum cross-check, that fraction is reduced still further. 

Criterion (2) selects e+ e- --1- qq physics. It requires more than two charged tracks 

(eliminating Bhabha-scattering, dimuon production, and cosmic rays), or at least two 

isolated photons if only two charged tracks are present. 

Criterion (3) and ( 4) eliminate beam-gas and beam-wall interactions, by requiring 

all of the charged tracks to originate from the interaction point in both the xy plane 

and along the beam ( z) axis , and by requiring that the charged tracks in the event have 

significant momentum, corresponding to at least (approximately) the beam energy. 
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Chapter 5 Monte Carlo Ge11erated Data 

At the BES center-of-mass energy Ecm = 4.03 GeV, a number of different charmed 

mesons may be produced, along with tau lepton pairs, and multi-hadron events from 

light quark (uu, dd, ss) production; see Chapter 4. The BES collaboration has gener

ated Monte Carlo simulations of many of the physics channels available at 4.03 Ge V, 

in groups of 100,000 events. These simulations include the expected angular distri

butions of the initial physics processes, decays of generated hadrons according to the 

current world average branching fractions [1] , and a reali stic detector response based 

on inclusive analyses of the 1992 data sets. Since not all possible decay channels have 

been observed experimentally, a variety of methods are used to estimate the "missing" 

branching fractions: theoretical models such as that of Bauer, Stech, and Wirbel [27] ; 

isospin and SU(3) symmetries to relate measured and unmeasured ratios; and ap

proximate phase space relationships for modes which differ only in the number of final 

state pions . 

For my analysis, I use these Monte Carlo data sets to make estimates of the signal 

efficiency and various sources of background for both my D s event selection and my 

identification of candidate Ds leptonic decays. The coupled-channel model of Eichten, 

et al. [28], makes predictions for the absolute production rates of charmed mesons in 

e+ e- collisions, as described in Appendix A; I use these predictions to normalize the 

results from each Monte Carlo data set, to obtain realisti c estimates for the relative 

background levels from different sources. 
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Part III 

Data Analysis 
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Tl1e Maximu1n Likelihood 

A likelihood function is analogous to a probability density function (p.d.f. ), where the 

parameters of the likelihood function may be treated as random variables. Although 

this may not be formally true, it is sometimes a convenient fiction when constructing 

a likelihood function, as well as when considering the properties and interpretation of 

likelihood results. Likelihoods are multiplicative: a likelihood function representing 

a complex situation may often be written as a product of simpler terms, just as a 

joint p.d.f. may be constructed as a product of statistically independent p.d.f. 's . For 

a given set of measurements, the "most probable" values of the likelihood parameters 

are those for which the likelihood function is maximized, just as the most probable 

value of a. random variable is that for which the p.d.f. is maximized. 

In this chapter , I will discuss general techniques for constructing a. likelihood func

tion for a.n analysis, the application of the maximum likelihood technique to meas

urements and hypothesis testing, and the use of integrated likelihoods for testing the 

consistency of results, and for constructing confidence intervals. 

6.1 Constructing A Likelihood Function 

There are two broad classes of likelihood functions , both of which appear as part of the 

analysis I describe in this thesis. The first class consist of parameterized functions of 

experimental data., in which one or more of the parameters are unspecified. U sua.lly, the 

unspecified pa.rameter(s) represent definite, but unknown , physical quantities such as a. 

branching fraction or the peak position and width of a resonance. If the experimental 

situation is well-understood, we may construct p.d.f. 's for the measured data inter 

terms of underlying physical quantities: for example, the probability of observing 
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some number of decays in a fixed time is given by a Poisson distribution, in which 

the expected number depends on detection efficiency and on the true decay rate in a 

sample, 

p(N; !1) 
e-~-'p,N 

N! 
7\ T ce-6.tjT 

1 VQ c- • 

The true decay rate T is an unspecified, but definite, parameter of this p.d.f., while 

our experimental measurement N is the random variable. We may turn this into a 

likelihood function by considering N to be fixed by our measurement , and T as the 

unknown. We assume that the measurement we got (the only information we have) is 

the most probable measurement , and solve for the value ofT which maximizes p, as I 

will discuss further below. 

The second class of likelihood functions are not functions of some unknown para

meter, but are sets of discrete values, each corresponding to one hypothesis among 

several (the first class described above is a limiting case of this , where the "set of 

hypotheses" are all of the unknown values of the parameter). A simple example is 

my particle identification technique, which I describe in Chapter 7. We know how 

a given detector should respond to each of several types (mass, charge, momentum) 

of particle. We can construct a likelihood function which measures the "distance" 

between a measured detector output and each of the expected responses, for example 

with a chi-squared that takes into account resolutions of detector components. The 

measured output is a random variable; if it is distributed normally about the expected 

response for a given particle h, then we can write 

( ) 1 ( 1 (Xobs - Xh )
2) 

Lh =Ph Xobs = yf2; a exp -2 ax 

This likelihood "function" has no unspecified parameters; it is just the probability Ph 

that a given particle h will cause our detector to respond as we observed it to respond. 

As a likelihood we can compare several different possible h's, and interpret the set 
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{.L\} as the relative probabilities that a particle of such type actually traversed our 

detector to cause the observed measurement. 

6.2 Hypothesis Selection by Maximum Likelihood 

Given a likelihood function £(p) , we conventionally define the "measured'' value p0 of 

the parameter as that for which £(p0 ) > £(p), Vp =1- p0 , as I alluded to above. When 

£(p) is a continuous function of the parameter, we find p0 formally by differentiating 

the likelihood with respect to p, setting 

()£ 
op = o , 

and solving for the value p0 which satisfies this condition. In realistic situations , for 

example in my analysis of Ds leptonic decays (Part IV), the likelihood function is 

too complex to find a solution analytically. There are a variety of programs available 

which can perform numerical maximization (or minimization of -ln £); the program 

MINUIT [29], distributed as part of the CERN Program Library, is widely used in the 

high energy physics community. When the likelihood function consists a of discrete 

set of values, hypothesis selection is much simpler. The set of values is compared, 

and that with the largest value of £ h is considered correct. 

6.3 Consistency Checking with Confidence Levels 

In addition to selecting the best hypothesis , it is important to ensure that the meas

ured data are consistent with that hypothesis. Not all measurements are necessarily 

drawn from the hypothetical distribution of interest: noise, detector problems, or 

other effects can generate data which are not physically reasonable for any charged 

particle hypothesis, for example. Nonetheless, a formal likelihood expression may still 

be evaluated, and some hypothesis h0 or parameter value Po will turn out to have a 

likelihood greater than the others. To evaluate the "reasonableness" of that hypothesis, 



the confidence level or probability is a useful tool [30]. Typically, this is the upper tail 

integral of the probability density or likelihood function is used , 

Q(y) = j_~ q(y') dy' ' 

where q(y) is the normalized likelihood function, 

£(y) 
q(y) = r)() £( ') d , 

-OC> y y 

( 6.1) 

(6.2) 

In my analyses, I define my likelihood functions such that condition 6.2 holds naturally, 

q(y) = £(y); this will be assumed for the rest of the discussion below. 

A joint likelihood £(y1 , ... , Yn) has a confidence level defined as the multidimen

sional integral 

J
Yi JYn 

Q(yl , ... , Yn) = -OC> dy~ · · · - OC> dy~£(y~, ... , y~) 

which, for uncorrelated variables, factors into 

J
Yi JYn 

-oo dy~ ... -oo dy~£(y~) ... £(y~) 

J
Yi JYn 

- oo dy~ £(y~) . . . -oo dy~£(y~) 

Q(yi) ... Q(yn) . (6.3) 

For uncorrelated variables, the total confidence level is thus the product of the separate 

confidence level expressions. 1 

These general techniques of maximum likelihood hypothesis selection and min

imum probability (confidence level) hypothesis testing are used throughout my ana

lysis for particle identification, for selection of hadronic D s decays, and for the deter-

1Computationally, it is often simpler to work with chi-squared variables than with confidence 
levels , since for uncorrelated distributions P(x~ ; na)P(x~ ; nb) = P(x;+x~;na+nb)· In my analysis 
software, I convert non-Gaussian confidence levels into "equivalent chi-squareds" by inverting 

to obtain x2 , the x 2 equivalent to y. 
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mination of B(Ds---+ eve) and .fD, · I believe that this technique, applied consistently, 

ensures sensitivity to all available data, and accounts for statistical fluctuations and 

backgrounds in a natural , quantitative way. I discuss this aspect of my analysis below, 

with a quaJitative comparison of the likelihood technique with more common selection, 

or "cut," methods. 

6.4 Comparison with Other Techniques 

In a "typical" analysis in high-energy physics, myriad detector measurements are dis

tilled down to a relatively small number of physically useful quantities- momenta, 

energies, particle identification parameters, etc. Those quantities are then combined 

and cut to select among various hypotheses. While this is often an intuitively appeal

ing exercise, it is not particularly efficient. To separate overlapping hypotheses , or to 

isolate a signal from surrounding background, each cut necessarily rejects some true 

events. When many cuts, each with c; < 1, are combined, the final efficiency can be 

miniscule. In a. low statistics environment, the loss of precision that results can mean 

the difference between a measurement and a limit, or even preclude any measurement. 

Consider the selection of [{~ ---+ 7r+7r- decays as a. simple example. A traditional 

analysis might proceed by selecting pairs of oppositely charged tracks, and requiring 

them to be identified as pions. Considering the overlap between 1r, f-l, and [{ iden

tification in a. typical detector, this selection might have c; = 0.7 per track, or 0.49 

for the pair. Next, the invariant mass of the pair is computed , and compared to the 

expected mass of a. K~. To eliminate combinatoric background, a. ±20" selection might 

be done, with an efficiency of c; = 0.95. To reduce background further , it might be 

necessary to impose a requirement that the pion tracks cross at a point separated from 

the event production vertex; depending on the position resolution of the detector, this 

could eliminate as many as half the true [{~ 's in the event. Overall, then, this typical 

selection method is less than 25% efficient. 

The technique of maximum likelihood selection can compensate for the loss of 

efficiency in a. cut cascade. Instead of proceeding systematically through a. logical 
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chain, selecting each component of a physics process, we can treat each of those 

components a.s having some probability distribution , or likelihood function. The entire 

process of interest is then described by a joint likelihood which is the product of all 

the components, and the final selection is made by evaluating and cutting on that 

single function. Different aspects of the selection process can compensate one another, 

leading to a. net efficiency which is greater than that of the cascade of separate cuts. For 

the [{~ --+ 7r+7r- example above, we can use equation 6.3 to form a "joint probability" 

combining the particle identification measurements for both tracks with position and 

mass resolution functions. This joint probability might be required to be greater than 

0.1 or 0.2 for good identification. If it has been well-constructed, the probability should 

be uniform for true f{~ decays, implying that the efficiency is just the complement of 

the selection value (E = 0.9 for P(I\~) > 0.1), which can be significantly greater than 

the efficiency of a traditional analysis. 
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Chapter 7 Particle lde11tificatioi1 

An essential component of my analysis is efficient, background-free identification of 

all of the charged particles in each event. Identification and separation of pions and 

kaons is critical to select the D s hadronic decays in candidate e+ e- ----t Dt D; events. 

Good identification of muon and electron tracks, and rejection of hadrons , is central 

to identifying Ds leptonic decay candidates. In this chapter, I present an application 

of the maximum likelihood method , which makes optimal use of all available detector 

information to do particle identification and separation over the full momentum range 

of interest. 

7.1 Kinematic Samples 

The first step in constructing a particle identification function is knowing the response 

of the detector to different particles. For some detector components, this could be clone 

with test beams produced at accelerator facilities; a powerful simulation program, 

such as GEANT [31], could be used to model the response of detector components 

provided the detailed structure of the detector, including such complex variables as 

gas temperature, pressure, and composition, are sufficiently known. For a variety of 

reasons , neither of these options were available for theBES detector. Instead, we have 

used actual particle tracks, selected according to kinematic constraints, to measure 

the response of the BES detector components. 

In the sections below, I present the physics process and selection criteria. used to 

produce each sample of particles and show distributions of measured quantities in the 

major detector components. 
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7.1.1 Electrons 

A sample of electrons is selected by "tagging" radiative Bha.bha events, e+ e- ~ 

e+ e- "'· Events are selected by requiring exactly two oppositely charged tracks, both 

with good helix fits in the main drift chamber, and which are acollinear, 

iil . j)2 
-- > -0.999 

P1P2 

(i.e., the momentum are less than 177° apart . The event must also contain at least 

one neutral cluster with energy E > 100 MeV. One electron is tagged by imposing 

stringent identification requirements: p > 0. 7 Ebeam, EBsc > 0. 7p, IXSEI < 1.5, and no 

hits in the muon tracking system. The other (recoil) electron has no selection criteria 

imposed. 

Out of 3,370 candidate events in the J 1'1/J sample, 3,004 are single tag events and 

366 are double tags (both tracks satisfied the electron tag criteria), giving a total of 

3, 736 tracks between 50 MeV I c and 2 Ge VI c. 

As Figure 7.1 shows, the radiative Bhabha sample has an excess of several hundred 

tracks at low (nearly minimum ionizing) shower counter energy, and momenta near the 

beam momentum. These tracks are concentrated in the detector end caps, I cos Bl > 

0.7, (Figure 7.2). When the end cap data are excluded, the energy distribution is 

much cleaner (Figure 7.3). 

7.1.2 Muons 

A sample of muons was produced at IHEP by selecting cosmic ray candidates from 

the 1992 and 1993 Ds data runs [32]. Two-prong events were selected with one track 

having p < 3 Ge VIc and hits in the muon tracking system; these candidates were 

then specially reconstructed with modifications to the BES reconstruction software to 

correct for t 0 distortions in the incoming "track" of each cosmic ray. Interaction events 

( e+ e- ~ J-L+ J-L-) are removed from the sample by requiring liToF,l - tToF,2I > 4 ns, 

because the software modifications would disrupt reconstruction of normal e+ e- event 
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Figure 7.1: Reconstructed detector data from recoil electrons in radiative 
Bha.bha. selection . 
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tracks. The final sample consists of 13 groups of runs , containing 21 ,409 events. The 

plot of dE I dx vs. momentum (Figure 7.4) indicates that a small background of protons 

from beam gas events is also present in this sample. 

7.1.3 Pions 

A sample of pions is selected using the decay chain 

J 11/J --+ w(782) 7r+ 1r- B = (7.0 ± 0. 7) x 10-3 

4 1r+ 1r- 1r0 B = (88.8 ± 0.6)% 

which has a net branching fraction of (6.4± 0.9) x 10-3 [1]. The selection criteria used 

require only the existence of good charged tracks, or neutral calorimeter clusters; no 

data from any other detector system is used . A candidate event must contain exactly 

four charged tracks, two positive and two negative, and all with good helix fits in the 

main drift chamber. The event must also contain a minimum of two neutral energy 

clusters, but may contain more. 

The neutral energy clusters are tested pair-wise for consistency with the decay 

1r
0 --+ 11, requiring lm-y-y - m7l'o I ::; 60 MeV I c2

. Each 1r
0 candidate is matched with a 7r+ 

and 7r-, and the triplet is compared to an w(782), requiring lmn7l' -mwl ::; 50 MeV I c2
. 
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Each successful candidate combination is kinematically fit, using the SQU ID package, 

to the event topology above [3:3]. An event is accepted if at least one combination has 

x2 <so. 
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Figure 7.5: Pion sample selected kinematically from J IV' -t w(782)7r+7l'- . 

In the sample of J IV' data used, we find 4,200 candidates, or ( 1.017±0.016) x 10-3 of 

the data. Considering the geometric acceptance of the detector, 85% for charged tracks 

and about 70% for neutral clusters in the barrel calorimeter, this sample is consistent 

with 100% efficiency for the decay channel. The dist ributions in F igure 7.5, especially 

dE I dx vs. momentum, reveal a small contamination from ka.ons in the sample, but 



this is not significant enough to affect my ana.lysis. 

7.1.4 Kaons 

A sample of kaons is selected using the decay chain 

JI 'I/J -+ 4>(1020) !{+ !{- B = (7.4 ± 1.1) X 10-4 

4 K+ K- B = (49.1 ± 0.9)% 

which has a net branching fraction of (3.63 ± 0.54) x 10-4 [1]. This decay channel 

has a significant background from J 1'1/J -+ p'Jhr+7f-. Candidate events are selected by 

requiring exactly four well-fit charged tracks with total charge zero. No restriction on 

neutral energy is required. 

Each candidate event is kinematically fit with the TELESIS package [34 , 35] to the 

candidate signal and to the background final state, using all possible track combin

ations. For each combination, two tracks are constrained to the </>( 1020) resonance, 

m¢ = 1019.4 MeVIc2 [1], and the full event is constrained to center-of-mass produc

tion with no missing momentum or energy. An event is accepted for the kaon sample 

if the kinematic fit of at least one combination has a probability P(x~K 1J > 10-3
, and 

no combination has P(x;rhr71") > 10-3
. 

From the JI'I/J sample data, 96 events are selected which meet the criteria. Of 

these, 17 events contain at least one track which is inconsistent (from TOF and 

dE I dx information) with identification as a kaon at 99% CL. Eleven of those events 

contain two or more "non-kaon" tracks, implying a possible decay channel other than 

</>(1020)!{ K. Two events contain a pair of tracks consistent with p and p. Overall, 

the sample of 384 candidate tracks is 93% pure from inspection of TOF and dE I dx 

information. 

Assuming 94 signal events, with a geometric acceptance of 85% for charged tracks, 

the net efficiency for <f>R."+ R.."- is about 12%. The momentum spectrum of kaons in 

J 1'1/J -+ <f>K f{ ranges from zero to about 1200 MeV I c; about 1% of that is below the 

150 MeV lc threshold to enter the MDC. Measurements indicate that about 40% of 
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kaons decay in flight. These two sources are sufficient (at 37%) to account for the 

observed efficiency. 

7. 2 The Likelihood Function 

For particle identification , we may construct an overall likelihood as a product of terms 

for each detector system-the assumption is that a measurement by one set of elec

tronics is independent of, and unaffected by, measurements made by other electronics. 

This assumption, while valid for major detector components, would not be valid for 

measurements of individual wires in the main drift chamber, for example, which are 

subject to crosstalk. 

For the BES detector, I write a likelihood function for particle identification, in-

volving the four main detector components, as 

_ch LMDc(x2 ,Nhits) · .C~E/dx (dEjdx;p) · .C~oF(t;p,L) 

x .C~5c(E; p) · .C~uc (layers; p, L) (7 .1) 

where h E { e, Jl, 1r, ]{, p} is the charged particle identification hypothesis being tested. 

The "best" hypothesis for h0 for a given track is given by that with the maximum 

value of the likelihood function, equation 7.1, 

_cho > .Ch, Vh =f. ho E { e, f-l, 7r, K, p} . 

To separate between two identification hypotheses, the method I shall use is the like

lihood ratio, or normalized weight. Considering hypotheses a and b, let 

(7.2) 

which has the convenient property that l¥ab ---+ 1 if hypothesis a is correct, and 

Wab ---+ 0 if hypothesis b is correct. If the two hypotheses are indistinguishable, then 

l¥ab rv 0.5. 
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Hypotheses selected according to either maximum likelihood or normalized weights 

must be verified as consistent with the data. This is done by computing the confidence 

level for each likelihood using the prescription given in Chapter 6 (equation 6.1 ), and 

requiring that P > Pmin, typically 0.01 (99% confidence level). 

In the sections which follow, I derive expressions for each of the likelihood factors in 

equation 7.1, including empirical corrections where the observed detector distributions 

do not match theoretical expectations. For non-Gaussian distributions, I will also 

derive confidence level distributions useful for evaluating the consistency of the data 

with the identification hypotheses. 

7.2.1 Charged Track Fitting 

The BES track helix fitting routine, DCFIND, returns x2 and number of degrees of 

freedom for a five parameter fit. Besides being the best estimate for the selection of 

hits used for the track (and hence for the dEidx calculation), the MDC fit x2 is also a 

good figure of merit for the consistency of track extrapolation to other subsystems with 

the track. Rather than attempting to calculate some other expression, the simplest 

solution is to use LMDC = exp(x2 12) as the likelihood, and P(x~Dc' nhits- 5) as a 

consistency check. 

7 .2.2 dE/ dx in Main Drift Chamber 

The BES main drift chamber (MDC) reports pulse heights for each wire hit in a 

track. These pulse heights are averaged (with an 80% truncated mean) to give an 

estimate for the ionization energy loss in the MDC gas. vVith 40 wire layers, and a 

"good" track required to have at least 24 hits, theBES dE I dx system has a resolution 

of 8.5% for ultrarelativistic particles (Bhabha electrons), and approximately 12% for 

low momentum hadrons. The dE I d:t reconstruction routine calculates a normalized 

residual of the measured pulse height for each of the five charged particle hypotheses 

I 
dEich- dEidxh(p) 

xs l = ' hE {e,p,n,I\,p}. (7.3) 
(}dEjdx 
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This quantity is used directly in the likelihood expression , 

(7.4) 

During the 1993 Ds data run, a number of BES collaborators found that the model 

used for the expected dE I dxh had systematic deviations. Efforts were made to re

calculate the normalized residuals for already reconstructed data, and to correct the 

model in the reconstruction software. These efforts have been largely successful, and 

it is expected that future reconstruction will produce well-distributed values of XSh. 
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Figure 7. 7: Empirical corrections to dE I d:c reconstruction in Ds data. These 
corrections are applied as subtractions to the reported XSh values. Corrections 
are shown for pions (left) and kaons (right) as a function of momentum, for 
both "high threshold" (dashed curves, runs 3097-3450) and "low threshold" 
(solid curves, runs 3451.ff) data. Also shown (beaded curves) is the effect of 
recalculation based on the 1991 tau data. 

For analysis of older data, routines are available to recompute the five normalized 

residuals. Corrections for data from the tau mass run [:36] use a ten-parameter fit to the 

measured dE I dx distributions, including adjustments to both momentum (f3!) and 

pulse height (dEidx). For the 1992, 1993, and 1994 Ds data sets , the corrections [37] 

are binned in fJ1, and directly compute an offset in the XSh variables for hadronic 

identification hypotheses . These corrections are shown in Figure 7.7. 
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7.2.3 Ti1ne of Flight 

The time of flight counters have an essentially Gaussian distribution of measured time 

about the true time-of-flight of a given particle. The likelihood factor is therefore quite 

simple, 

_ch (t· L)- , (-~(iToF-th(p,L))
2

) 
TOF 'p, - exp 2 ' 

CYt 
at~ 400 ps . (7.5) 

For any particle, the expected time of flight th from production to detection should 

be given by a simple expression involving the path length of the particle's trajectory 

and its momentum: 

(7.6) 

In the BES detector, Bhabha electrons are used to calibrate the time of flight detector 

system. A comparison of TOF measurements with the expected th(P, L) values for 

haclrons and muons reveals a systematic deviation of unknown origin. A set of em

pirical corrections [38] have been developed to offset the expected flight time as a 

function of momentum for each particle identification hypothesis. The effect of these 

corrections is shown in Figure 7.8. 
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right plot shows an additional deviation with respect to the measured pulse 
height for pions. 
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Additionally, measurements of the time of flight resolution for each counter have 

been made for the 1992 and 1993 data sets. These resolutions, shown in Figure 7.9 , 

are often significantly different than the "resolution" reported by the reconstruction 

software. The resolution is parameterized as a function of polar angle, a- = A + 
B cos2 

() , with a counter-dependent scale. An overall scaling factor of 0.9 is applied to 

the 1992 D s data. 
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Figure 7.9: Time of flight measured resolutions for pions (left) and kaons 
(center), as a function of polar angle. At right is shown the counter-by
counter scaling factors for the barrel TO F, plotted versus the ¢ position of 
the counter. A scaling factor of 1 corresponds to a- = 450 ps. 

Using both sets of empirical adjustments, equation 7.5 becomes 

rh ( L) _ (- ~ (t- th(p, L) - fcorr,h(p, L; run) )
2

) 
"-'TOF p, - exp 

2 O"t ,h(P; ¢ToF, run) 
(7. 7) 

7 .2.4 Barrel Shower Counter 

TheBES shower counter (BSC and ESC) is a sampling calorimeter, optimized for de

tecting electromagnetic showers from electrons and photons. The detector calibration 

and reconstruction software are designed with this in mind, with the result that the 

shower counter response to hadrons is fundamentally different from that to electrons. 

Electrons (and photons) deposit their energy in the BSC through electromagnetic 

showers in the lead between proportional t ube layers , and the shower secondaries pro

duce ionization in the proportional tubes. This response is Gaussian, with Esc = p 

,. 
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and (JEM(E) ~ 0.23VE. 

Most muons do not interact in the BSC except by depositing ionization energy in 

the gas of the proportional tubes. Since the tubes are operated in limited streamer 

mode, no pulse height information is available; muons produce the same response 

at all momenta, corresponding to the energy of one hit per layer (about 200 MeV). 

This produces a. Landau response with approximately fixed peak position and width 

(Figure 7.10). 
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Figure 7.10: Parameterization of Landau response of BSC to muons, as func
tions of momentum. (Left) Most probable energy response. (Right) Width 
of Landau peak. 

Hadrons interact in the BSC quite differently, with a strong dependence on mo

mentum, charge and hadron species, especially at lower momenta.(~ 500 MeV /c). 

The dominant interaction is ionization in the proportional tubes, giving an appar-

ent energy deposition distributed according to the Landau function [39, 40]. This is 

modified by the large cross section for hadronic interactions at low momentum, which 

cause range-out in the BSC and a lower reconstructed energy (fewer tubes hit); for 

kaons, this effect also leads to a significant broadening of the Landau response around 

500 MeV jc. Figures 7.11-7.13 show the peak energy and width parameterizations 

determined from data. 

These parameterizations are empirical, piecewise-smooth functions which approx

imate the observed data distributions reasonably well. I have not attempted to in-
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Figure 7.11: Parameterization of Landau response of BSC to pions, as func
tions of momentum. (Left) Most probable energy response. (Right) Width 
of Landau peak. 
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Figure 7.13: Parameterization of Landau response of BSC to protons, as 
functions of momentum. (Left) Most probable energy response. (Right) 
Width of Landau peak. 

corporate the large variety of physical effects which contribute to these distributions; 

that task is better suited to Monte Carlo development . 

Combing the different responses of the shower counter, I write the likelihood factor 

as 

{ 
( 2) exp -i (~) h = e 

£~sd£; p) = <7EM(P) 

Lan (E - Eo ,h(P)) I E { } ' } 
<7 E,h (p) 1, f-l 1 7l' 1 \ ' p 

(7.8) 

where Lan( x ) is the Landau distribution. 

7.2.5 Muon Tracking 

The most natural likelihood expression for the muon tracking system is the probabili ty 

of observing or not observing a. hit a.t each layer along the track 's projection from the 

drift chamber through the layers of steel flux return. 

hits nohits 

£~uc(la.yers;p) =II P/~ngeP. i iP) · II (1- cP1:~nge (>, j iP)) ( 7.9) 
J 

where pis the particle 's momentum as measured in the main drift chamber, and A; is 

the total amount of material, expressed in equivalent g em - 2 of steel, traversed by the 



particle from the IP up to the ith layer. The hit probability, P/~nge' is expected to be a. 

simple sigmoid, with the range (50% probability) determined by integrating ionization 

energy loss along the particle's path through material [41]. Fluctuations in the actual 

energy loss at each interaction, multiple Coulomb scattering, and other effects smear 

the endpoint of what would otherwise be a step function at a depth A= Rh(p), 

(7.10) 

P/~nge' scaled by the muon tracking system efficiency E, 1s shown schematically in 

Figure 7.14. 
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Figure 7.14: General functional form of sigmoid curve used to parameterize 
penetration probability in muon tracking system, P( ..\) = E /[1 + exp( ,\sR )], 

where E is efficiency. 

I determine the range Rh(P) and straggling parameters Sh(P) experimentally using 

pure samples of cosmic ray muons and pions from Jj'ljJ ---t W7l'7l', by fitting the ob

served rates of hits at a given momentum to equation 7.10. The results are shown in 

Figures 7.15 and 7.16. 

The muon tracking system is unique in my particle identification system, in that 

the consistency check (confidence level) variable is not the integral of the likelihood 
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Figure 7.15: Range (left) and straggling (right) as functions of initial (drift 
chamber) momentum for muons in theBES muon tracking system. 
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Figure 7.16: Range (left) and straggling (right) as functions of initial (drift 
chamber) momentum for pions in the BES muon tracking system. 
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expression, equation 7.9. Instead , I determine consistency from the alignment of the 

observed hits in each layer, compared to the projection of the reconstructed charged 

track through the layers. Since the muon tracking system consists of flat steel plates, 

the x and y coordinates are necessarily correlated; I find it convenient to convert 

to pseudo-cylindrical coordinates (l,¢,z), with l the layer index for the hit and ¢ = 

tan- 1(y/x). 

From cosmic ray muon data, the residuals 

.0. z = Zhit - Zproj (7.11) 

are essentially Gaussian, with non-Gaussian tails distributed symmetrically about 

each peak (Figure 7.17). The broadness of the .0.z distributions in each layer (;<, 

10 em) and the higher tails make them unsuitable for evaluating hit association with 

high efficiency. The .0.¢ distributions are quite narrow, 20 mrad corresponding to 

CTxy "' 5 em position alignment. The .0. z distributions are extremely broad (cr '"" 

10 em), and offset significantly from the expected average zero; for these reasons, and 

because many reported hits do not include z information at all, I do not include the 

.0.z alignment as part of the muon tracking system consistency check. 

I fit the distributions of .0.¢ in each layer to a family of Gaussians as a function of 

momentum, and determine the peak offset ((.0.¢)) and width (crD..p) (Figure 7.18) as 

functions of momentum. The systematic offsets are an indication that the algorithm 

used to project tracks from the main drift chamber through the muon system may 

not be accurate, but I can correct for this with the empirical parameters determined 

here. The distributions of the parameters are fit to simple functions of momentum, 

(.0.¢)(p) =A+ Bp 
D 

CTD, .p(p) = c + -E 
p-

(Figure 7.18) which results in the functions shown in Table 7.1. From these paramet-
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Figure 7.1 7: Muon tracking residuals in ¢ (top) and z (bottom) for each layer 
of the muon tracking system. 

ers, I normalize the residuals 6 ¢; as 

f¢. = 6 ¢; - (6¢);(p) 
t ~;(6¢)(p) 

I (6¢)(p) = (mrad) ~c:,. ¢> (P) = (mrad) 

Layer 1 1.390 - 0.252 p 4.253 + 17.66/(p- 0.370) 

Layer 2 0.529 + 0.078 p 3.192 + 25.38/(p- 0. 332) 

Layer 3 4. 707 - 0.445 p. 4.426 + 25 .03/(p- 0.409) 

Table 7.1: Parameteriza.tions of offset and width for ¢ residuals in the muon 
tracking system, as funct ions of momentum. 

Since the 6¢ are normalized Gaussian variables, the natural expression to evaluate 
-2 

the hit association would be x2 = :L 6¢;. However, the muon tracking residuals are 

strongly correlated between layers , and a. proper x2 must account for the correlations. 

For a. set x of n correlated Gaussian variables, the x 2 such that P(x2
) is the probability 

that x lies outside an n-ellipsoid centered on the true value x0 , may be computed 

via. a transformation involving the covariance matrix V = (x;xj) [1]. Specifically, 
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for each layer of the muon tracking system. (Top) Best fit offsets , with linear 
parameterization ; (bottom) best fit widths , with 1/p parameterization. Fit 
results for each layer are li sted in Table 7.1. 
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x2 = XT v- 1 X has the desired statistical properties for n degrees of freedom. 

From cosmic ray muon data, the covariance matrix, ll~v~uc,ij = (6¢i · 6¢j) (where i 

and j index the layers), is 

0.89968 0. 78028 0.75376 

ll~v~uc = 0. 78028 0.8097 4 0. 764 71 

0. 75376 0. 764 71 0.87911 

(7.12) 

I compute the inverse matrix as well as the three 2 x 2 submatrices (for the cases 

where one layer does not have a hit) from equation 7.12, and define 

(7.13) 

summed over the observed hits, and P(xKwc; nhits) gives the probability that the hits 

are correctly associated with the projected track. 

7.2.6 Sun1mary 

With all of the detector information described above, my particle identification likeli

hood function, equation 7.1, may be written out in full as 

ex [-~ ( / 2 + (dE/dx-dE/dxh(P))
2 + (l-th(p,L)-Icorr,h(P,L;run))

2
)] 

p 2 XMDC <7dEfdx <7r ,h(p;¢TOF,run) 

{ 
( 1 ( E-p )2) ex -- -- h-e p 2 <7EM(P) -

X 

E-Eo h(P) · 
Lan ( uE,h ,(P) ) hE {p, 1r, I\. , p} 

MUC hits 

X IT 1 

1 
c.. MUC MUC no-hits ( c ) 

x I} - 1 + exp[(.Aj- Rh(p))/Sh(P)] 
(7.14) 

where the various parameterized functions are described in the preceding sections. 

Using equation 6.1 I can convert this likelihood to a probability, or confidence level, 
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to check the consistency of a given track with each particle identification hypothesis. If 

the likelihood functions are properly constructed, then the confidence level distribution 

should be uniform between 0 and 1 for the true hypothesis. Figure 7.19 shows the 

confidence level distributions obtained from each of my kinematically selected particle 

samples. They are all reasonably flat, within the statistical fluctuations, and show that 

this method of identifying particles is useful. 

7.3 Efficiency and Misidentification 

There are several ways to apply the likelihood function of equation 7.1 for particle 

identification: simple consistency using a minimum confidence level (e.g., 90% or 

99%); maximum likelihood value among all or several identification hypotheses; a. 

likelihood ratio to distinguish between two hypotheses. In my analyses for this thesis 

(see Chapters 8 and 9), I implicitly use a. consistency requirement to obtain maximum 

efficiency. This method has the worst background rejection, since it takes no account of 

the relative probabilities of the different hypotheses. Because I incorporate the particle 

identification likelihood function as one factor among several in a global analysis , I 

do not need to preselect identified tracks with high purity. 

In this section, I present efficiency and misidentification rates for the particle ID 

likelihood function as a way of evaluating the utility of the technique. The identity of 

each particle is assigned as the maximum likelihood value combining dE/ d:r, time of 

flight, and the muon tracking system. I also require 99% confidence level consistency 

with the selected hypothesis. Figures 7.20 through 7.23 show the fraction of tracks in 

each momentum bin which are identified as indicated, in each of the kinematically se

lected track samples. For the sample of cosmic ray muons, the likelihood function does 

not include information from the time-of-flight (TOF) detectors; as Figure 7.4 shows, 

the time of flight is uniformly distributed across the entire time window ( rv ±50 ns) 

of the trigger system. 
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Figure 7.19: Probability distributions for identification of particles. Each dis
tribution is obtained using the kinematically selected sample of the indicated 
particle type, evaluated for the "correct" hypothesis (e, f-L, 1r, !\). The spike 
at zero is clue to particles for which the detector subsystems did not report 
valid information (e.g., an end cap track with I cos 0 I > 0. 7, bad time of flight 
matching, etc.). 
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Figure 7.20: Efficiencies and misidentification rates of electrons using the 
likelihood technique described in the text. The five plots show the fraction 
of known (radiative Bhabha) electron tracks identified as electrons, muons, 
pions, kaons, and protons, respectively. 
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Figure 7.21: Efficiencies and misidentification rates of muons using the like
lihood technique described in the text , excluding the time of flight (TOF) 
detector. The five plots show the fraction of known (cosmic ray) muon tracks 
identified as electrons, muons, pions , kaons, and protons, respectively. 
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Figure 7.22: Efficiencies and misidentification rates of pions using the like
lihood technique described in the text. The five plots show the fraction of 
known (Jj'ljJ -t w1r+1r-) pion tracks identified as electrons, muons, pions, 
kaons, and protons, respectively. 
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Figure 7.23: Efficiencies and misidentification rates of kaons using the like
lihood technique described in the text. The five plots show the fraction of 
known ( 1/ 7jJ --+ ¢!\·+ K-) kaon tracks identified as electrons, muons, pions, 
kaons, and protons, respectively. 
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Selection of Ds Production 

At 4.03 GeV, a variety of charmed meson states are produced . Their decays all 

have generally similar topologies, though there are characteristics (e.g., slow pions 

from D* --+ 7f D) by which particular initial states can be selected. For the case 

of e+e- --t Dt D;, the two main features are (i) back-to-bad~ production in the 

laboratory reference frame , and (ii) multiple strangeness in the final states, from the 

c --+ s I-V+ quark transition. In my analysis, I exploit both of these features to select 

candidate D s events (tags) over other charm "background" using reconstruction of 

exclusive decay channels. Back-to-back production implies that a kinematic fit to the 

hypothesis e+ e- --+ X X (a one-constraint fit) can select n; D; events (along with 

D D and D* D*) while rejecting other topologies, and the spectator strange quark in 

Ds mesons implies that Cabibbo-suppressed charm decays should be Cabibbo-favored 

in Ds decays, and vice versa. 

The use of exclusive channels to identify candidate D s events is also essential for 

the other half of my analysis, the identification of candidate leptoni c decays. By fully 

reconstructing the hadronic tags, I guarantee that all remaining tracks in the event 

belong to the decay of the other Ds meson in the event. I can then identify candidate 

leptonic decays by requiring a single recoil track, as I discuss in detail in Chapter 9. 

8.1 Hadronic Tag Channel Selection 

I have chosen three decay channels for my tag selection, each involving three charged 

tracks and no neutrals (photons or n°'s): n; --+ <P( 1020) n+, <P --+ l\·+ f{- (which I will 

refer to as <P(J\+I\-)n+) ; n;--+ /{*0 (892 )l\·+ , J{*0 --+ x-n+ (I\"*0 (1\+n-)J\+) ; and 

Dt --t f{~J.;+, 1\·~ --t n+7r- (1\~(n+n-) K+). Although the total branching fraction 
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forDs decays to these final states is small (Table 8.1 ), they are expected to be relatively 

"clean:" they are all Cabibbo-favored for Ds decays, and Cabibbo-suppressed for D+ 

decays, and they do not contain neutral final-state particles which can drastically 

increase backgrounds. Throughout this discussion, I imply both charge conjugation 

states for the decays , unless I explicitly state otherwise, for example, Dt -+ !{*0 J(+ 

and D; -+ I\*0 f{-. 

Table 8.1: Branching fractions for tag channels D s -+ A( ab )c ( D s -+ Ac, A -+ 
ab). BDs = B(Ds-+ Ac) is the branching fraction forDs decay to the primary 
state Ac; B A = B (A -+ ab) is the branching fraction for the secondary meson 
( ¢ (1020), !{*0 (892), or J-(~) to decay into the indicated final state, with ap
propriate Clebsch-Gordan coefficients . Branching fractions are taken from 
the 1994 Review of Particle Properties [1]. 

Ds -+ A(ab)c II BD. (%) I - Btotal (%) 

</>(!{+ !{-) 71"+ 3.5 ± 0.4 49.1 ± 0.9 1.72 ± 0.2 
[{*0(!{+11"-) f{+ 3.3 ± 0.5 2/3 X (99.770 ± 0.020) 2.2 ± 0.3 

J{~( 71"+71"-) g+ 3.5 ± 0.7 1/2 X (68.61 ± 0.28) 1.20 ± 0.24 

Total branching fraction (%) to final states 5.1 ± 0.4 

In each event , I search for hadronic tag candidates by choosing groups of three 

charged tracks { i, j, k} with the following general characteristics: 

1. all three tracks must be reconstructed with x~.mc < 50; 

2. all three tracks must proj ect into the central portion of the BES detector 

(lcosB I < 0.75) ; 

3. the total charge of the tracks must be ± 1; 

4. the invariant mass of the three tracks (using the particle identifications for the 

hypothesized final state) must be within 250 MeV of the Ds mass (1968.5 MeV) 

[1 J; 

5. the sum of the momenta of the three tracks must be less than the beam energy. 
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For each acceptable group of tracks, I compare every permutation to the Ds --+ 

A( ab )c decay channels , requiring identification of the intermediate resonance , a good 

kinematic fit, and overall consistency with the decay h_ypothesis combining particle 

identification , the resonance mass, and the kinematic fit. I construct a global likelihood 

for these criteria, and identify the candidate tag as that track permutation with the 

maximum likelihood value of those surviving the selection cuts. Figure 8.1 shows the 

distributions of kinematic fit mass (Section 8.2) for every track permutation tested, 

with no maximum likelihood or other selection criteria. 

8.2 Kinematic Fitting 

For each track permutation, I perform a kinematic fit with the TELESIS software pack

age [:34 ,35], assigning the appropriate mass hypotheses to each one. The fit hypothesi s 

is to an event of the form e+ e- --+ X X, with the three tracks forming resonance X 

recoiling against an unidentified but equal-mass partner. For the </>( [\'+ K-) 7r+ and 

l\'*0 (I{+7r-) fl·+ channels, the X resonance is only the final state (e.g.,!{+ K-1r+) and 

not the full A(bc)c decay chain. In these cases the fit has one constraint, that the 

fitted energy of X is equal to the beam energy. 1 

For the K~(1r+1r-) J<+ channel, I require that the two pions from K~ --+ 7r+7r

originate from a secondary vertex, separated from the IP. I do this using routines 

in the TELESIS package to "swim" the pion momentum vectors along their helical 

trajectories to the point where those trajectories cross. I then do a kinematic fit to 

1The unidentified X introduces four free parameters, p!];. The event fit constrains p); + p!]; = 
(0, Ecm)- The equal-mass requirement constrains p'{px 

1
, = P~P-x- . Expanding these we obtain 

' X ,ft 

Px+iJ-x=O --7 Px = -P-x 
Ex +Ex Ecm 

IPx 12 
- E'j. liJ-xl 2 

- Ej; . 

Equations 8.1 and 8.3 imply Ei = Ej; , which reduces equation 8.2 to 

as the only constraint. 

(8.1) 

(8.2) 

(8 .3) 
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permutations. Only the broad candidate selection criteria. described in Sec
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right plot shows the Ds peak region, 1958.5-1978.5 MeV /c2
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the final state 1\."+n+n- , requiring the invariant mass of the two-pion system to equal 

the!{~ mass (497.67 MeV /c2
) [1] . 
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Figure 8.2: Inclusive kinematic fit confidence levels for Ds hadronic decay 
candidates, for each of the channels shown. The plot at lower right is the sum 
of the other three. 

Figure 8.2 shows the distribution of kinematic fit confidence levels, P(x}it; ndf) 

(ndf = 1 or 2), for my inclusive sample of candidate track permutations. It is clear 

from the plots (as in Figure 8.1) that the inclusive sample is dominated by background, 

since the kinematic fit confidence levels are not fiat, as they should be for true signal 

events. Some additional selection criteria must be applied in order to reduce the 
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background levels, before using the confidence levels to select candidate signal events; 

these addi tiona! criteria are discussed below. 

8.3 Secondary Resonance Selection 

In order to reduce the overwhelming background surrounding the assumed Ds mass 

peak (as Figure 8.1 shows), I require each track permutation to have a pair of tracks 

consistent (at 95% confidence level) with the resonance expected for the given decay 

channel ( ¢, l\*0
, or K2), including both invariant mass and particle identification. To 

determine the resonance parameters (mass, width, and shape), I have reconstructed 

inclusive two-track combinations using a small subset of the BES D s data. 2 By doing 

this fit to real data, I naturally incorporate all of the effects of detector resolution , 

scattering, and energy loss on the track momenta. 

In Figure 8.3 I show the inclusive invariant mass distributions of the resonance 

candidates ¢(1020) -t f{+ f{-, !{*0 (892) -t f{+7r-, and h] -t 1r+1r-. I form these 

distributions by taking every two-charged-track combination in each event , assigning 

the mass (and energy) of each track based on the hypothetical final state, and com

puting the invariant mass of the system. It is clear from the distributions that some 

selection is required to reduce the overwhelming inclusive backgrounds in order to fit 

the resonance shapes accurately. For this purpose, restrictive selection criteria are 

useful , provided there are sufficient candidates in the final sample. 

The criteria used to select inclusive samples for fitting are different for each res

onance. For the ¢( 1020) -t /{+I<- candidates, the kinematics are fairly clean, except 

for a peculiarity in the BES track reconstruction code: A slow particle (usually an 

electron) which curls up in the drift chamber (50 ;::; p ;::; 80 MeV/ c) will be recon

structed as a pair of exactly back-to-back oppositely charged tracks. It turns out that 

if such tracks are assigned the mass of kaons, and their momenta are "corrected" for 

the energy loss expected of kaons in the beam pipe [42], the result is an apparent 

2The subset consists of 100 runs from each of the 1992 , 1993 , and 1994 running periods, a total 
of 160,506 events. 
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Figure 8.3: Inclusive invariant mass distributions of two-body resonances, 
from 300 runs of BES 4.03 GeV data. (a} Hypothetical <P( 1020) --t l\·+ [{
candidates; (b) hypothetical l\*0 (892) --t J{+7r- candidates; and (c) hypo
thetical K~ --t 7r+7r- candidates. No particle identification or other selection 
has been applied to the two-track combinations. 

"peak" in invariant mass around 1030 MeV /c2
. Since real <P's are never at rest in the 

lab, restricting the candidates to noncollinear pairs (p1 · p2 > -0.99) eliminates this 

false peak. Figure 8.4 shows my fit to the resonance parameters of the <P( 1020). The 

results are3 

111(<P) = 1019.4 ± 0.2 MeV /c2
, O"(<P) = 1.1 ± 0.2 MeV /c2

. 

For the I\*0 (892) --t J{+7r- candidates, the background is dominant. I require that 

both tracks be well identified (maximum likelihood) and that the two tracks originate 

within two centimeters of one another along the z axis. The restrictive particle ID is 

necessary because the l\*0 reflection (i.e., reversing the identification ass ignments of 

the tracks from a real [{* 0
) is very close to the actual [{* 0 resonance, leading to an 

apparent shift and broadening of the observed peak. Figure 8.5 shows my fit to the 

I\*0 resonance parameters, giving 

The K~ has a macroscopic lifetime (T1\o = 89.26 ± 0.12 ps, or cT = 2.676 em [1]) . 
s 

3 For all of these resonances, I report a fitted mass and a Gaussian width G" , not the Breit-Wigner 
resonance width r. Since these measurements are convoluted with the response and resolution of the 
BES detector , the Gaussian approximation is reasonable , and is much simpler computationally. 
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In a charmed meson decay, a typical/\·~ (with p"' 1 GeV jc, f3! "' 2) will travel a 

few centimeters before decaying. I identify H • ."~ candidates from among the inclusive 

pion pairs by requiring that the helical tracks intersect at a point offset from the event 

IP by at least 1 em. Since the momentum vectors follow the helical path, I calculate 

the invariant mass of the candidate at the secondary vertex, which improves the mass 

resolution for real /{~ decays. Figure 8.6 shows the distribution for these candidates, 

and my fit to the resonance parameters, 

M(I\~) = 497.3 ± 0.2 MeV /c2
, ~T(/\~) = 7.63 ± 0.31 MeV /c2

. 

I use the resonance parameters as part of my likelihood function for evaluating 

candidate Ds decays, as I show in Section 8.4. 

8.4 Likelihood and Consistency Function 

To evaluate the cons istency of each tag hypothesis with the given set of tracks, I 

construct a global likelihood function , 

£(A(ab)c) £pid ( i = a) · Lpid (j = b) · £pid ( k = c) 

X Lres(mij; l\1A, fA)· Lfit( X2 ,ndf), (8.4) 

where Lpid is the BES particle identification likelihood function (equation 7.1) which 

I discuss in detail in Chapter 7; Lres is a Gaussian distribution for the two-body 

invariant mass mij with respect to the resonance (all three resonances are dominated 

by detector resolution, so the use of a Breit-Wigner distribution is unnecessary); and 

£fit is the likelihood (ndf-dimensional Gaussian) for the result of the kinematic fit. For 

the K~( 1r+1r-) R."+ hypothesis, I identify the /{~ by fitting the two pions to a secondary 

vertex (Section 8.3) with the invariant mass of the pair constrained to the nominal 

f{~ mass, 497.67 MeV j c2 [1]; this is included as a second constraint in the kinematic 

fit, in place of Lres (/\~). 
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Figure 8.6: Invariant mass distribution of 1\-~ -+ 7r+7r- candidates, using 
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As outlined in Chapter 6, I define a probability or confidence level, P(A(ab)c) , for 

each hypothesis by integrating the tail of the likelihood function (in practice, I sum the 

equivalent ;y2 and degrees of freedom of the factors in equation 8.4). I require candid

ates to be consistent with the given hypothesis by requiring P(A(ab)c) > Pmin = 0.05 

(95% confidence level). If the set of tracks has multiple consistent hypotheses, I 

choose the one with maximum likelihood value as "best." The efficiency of this se

lection method, and the rate of wrong identifications, are presented in Section 8.8. 

Figure 8. 7 shows the fitted mass distributions of my tag candidates after this proced

ure. Compared to Figure 8.1, the signal-to-background ratio is much improved, but 

the signal is not prominent enough for me to use it for my recoil analysis. 

8.5 Background Channel Suppression 

I tag my sample of n; D-; events with three hadronic decay channels, Ds --t 

¢(1{+!{-)rr+, J{*0 (J{+rr-)K+, and K~(rr+rr-)K+. To suppress backgrounds from 

other Ds and D± decay channels, I apply my analysis technique to the additional final 

states K*0(I{-rr+ )rr+ and /{~ ( rr+rr- )rr+. I evaluate the likelihoods for these channels 

in the same way as for my signal channels (equation 8.4), and include the values to se

lect the maximum-likelihood hypothesis for each three-track combination. This helps 

significantly to suppress background from n± decays, especially the Cabibbo-favored 

K~( rr+rr- )rr+ mode. 

8.6 ·Additional Selection Criteria 

I have designed the candidate event selection, described above, to be efficient as 

possible. However, as Figure 8. 7 shows, it is not especially pure. The background 

levels would render my determination of the leptonic branching fractions useless. In 

order to obtain a reasonable signal to background ratio, I impose additional selection 

criteria on each Ds decay channel. For every channel (Figures 8.8 through 8.10), I 

require that the total energy of the candidate (Efit = jP}it + m'JJJ be within 50 MeV 
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Figure 8.7: Mass distributions of Ds tag candidates after maximum likelihood 
event selection. Candidate tags in each event are required to have at least 
a 95% confidence level ( Ptag > 0.05 ). If multiple permutations pass this 
selection, the one with the maximum likelihood value is identified as the "true" 
or "best" tag, to eliminate double counting. 
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of the beam energy (2.015 GeV), and that the fitted momentum of the candidate, fJJ;~, 

must point into the central region of theBES detector (I cos81;11 < 0.7). 

The¢(]{+ l\.·-) 7r+ channel requires few additional selection criteria, since the kin

ematics of the¢---+ ]{+ /\.·- decay eliminate nearly all of the background (as Figure 8.7, 

top left, shows). Figure 8.8 shows the distributions of the two selection variables (E1;1 

and cos 8 fit) with respect to the fitted mass of each candidate. The hatched areas 

indicate the selection criteria (rejected candidates) I have imposed in addition to the 

global likelihood. 
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Figure 8.8: Distributions of variables for final selection of candidate D s ---+ 
¢( !{+ !{-) 7r+ decays. Each plot shows the distribution of one selection vari
able (x axes) with respect to the fitted mass of the candidate Ds decays (y 
axes). The hatched areas, as described in the text , are excluded from the 
final sample, as shown in the histogram in the lower right corner. 

The f{* 0 (I(+Jr-) K+ channel has much higher background than ¢(!\+ x-) 7r+; to 

reduce this background, I require that the ]{*0 resonance be well identified, using 

selection criteria similar to those I described in Section 8.3, 
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1. the two t racks from the hypothetical 1•"*0 must reconstruct to within ~z < 2 em 

at the IP ; 

2. the helicity angle4 of the ]{*0
, Brr, must have I cos Brr I > 0.4. 

In Figure 8.9 I show how these selection variables vary with the candidate fitted 

mass. The hatched areas in each plot show the excluded candidates for the indicated 

criterion. 
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Figure 8.9: Distributions of variables for final selection of candidate Ds --+ 
A"*0 (1{+1f-) ]{+ decays. Each plot shows the distribution of one selection 
variable (x axes) with respect to the fitted mass of the candidate Ds decays 
(y axes) . The hatched areas, as described in the text , are excluded from the 
final sample, as shown in the histogram in the lower right corner. 

The ]{~ ( 1r+ 1r-) ]{+ channel has significant background in the mass region 1920-

1980 MeV jc2
, originating mainly in charged and neutral D* D events (see Section 8.8) . 

4The helicity angle for J\"* 0 -+ J{+ rr- decays is defined as the angle between the pion momentum 
in the J{* 0 rest fr ame, and the momentum of the I\*0 in the lab frame. 
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I have studied a number of selection variables , including [{~ kinematics and identifica

tion, track alignment (in both the :c -y plane and along the z axis), and the kinematic 

fit. None of these variables are particularly useful at reducing this background, at 

least not without impacting the selection efficiency for true I\~( ?T+?T-) J(+ events. As 

I discuss in Section 8.8, I model the background using Monte Carlo data, and include 

that background in my determination of the number of tags. Thus, to maximize my 

event selection efficiency, I do not impose any selection criteria beyond the two listed 

above, and 2-C kinematic fit of D s ~ [{~ ( ?T+ ?T-) [{+ with the pions constrained to the 

[{~ mass ( 497.6 MeV j c2
) at an identified vertex. The distributions of the selection 

variables Efit and cos () fit are shown in Figure 8.10. 
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Figure 8.10: Distributions of variables for final selection of candidate Ds ~ 
f{~( 1r+1r-) f{+ decays. Each plot shows the distribution of one selection vari
able (x axes) with respect to the fitted mass of the candidate Ds decays (y 
axes). The hatched areas, as described in the text, are excluded from the 
final sample, as shown in the histogram in the lower right corner. 
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8. 7 Tagged Event Sample 

D
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Figure 8.11: Kinematically fitted mass distributions of final sample of had
ronic Ds events . All event selection criteria described in the text have been 
applied to the BES data. The event sample consists of those events with a. 
fitted mass within 10 MeV /c2of the Ds peak at 1968.5 MeV/ c2 (hatched). 

Combining all of the information in thi~ chapter-the kinematic fit, resonance 

selection, maximum likelihood selection among candidate permutations, and additional 

cuts-1 obtain the final distribution of Ds hadronic decay candidates masses shown in 

Figure 8.11. To determine the number of "true" Dt n-; events in this set, I perform 

an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit [43] of the candidate masses to a. Gaussian signal 
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(the natural vvid th of the Dsis essentially zero) plus a background function chosen to 

model the shape of the data, 

/bkg(m) (mo - mt exp ( -b(mo- rn-)) (m < mo)( 8.5) 

, ((rno- 171 ma:~.·) ln(mo- 1n) - (rna- T'ti, )) 
exp A (8 .6) 

where mo is the maximum allowed mass (fbkg = 0 for n1 > mo), and a and b are 

parameters which give the background a. slow ri se at low mass , and a. rapid fall to zero 

near the maximwn. In equation 8.6, I have rewritten thi s function in a. form which 

relates more intuitively to the shape of the background distribution: mrnax - 1no - ajb 

is the point where the background is maximum, and A = 1/ b is the scale height of the 

low-mass tail, in units of mass. I show the result of thi s fit in Figure 8.12. There are 

190 candidate events within ±10 MeV /c2 of the Ds mass (1958.5 to 1978.5 MeV /c2
); 

the signal contains 74.7 ± 14.6 events. The fitted Ds mass is 1968.5 ± 0.8 MeV /c2
, in 

excellent agreement with the world average [1] ; the peak ha.s a Gaussian width (a) of 

3.0 ± 0.8 MeV /c2
. 

8.8 Single Tag Selection Studies 

Technically, the sample of tagged Ds events stands on its own, as the "given" input 

to my search for D s leptonic decays . It is a.n important and useful exercise, however, 

to determine the efficiency of the selection procedure, as well as the levels and sources 

of backgrounds to the single tag sample. In particular , I will use the results of these 

selection studies to make a more detailed fit of the single-tag mass distribution for 

signal and background numbers. 

With a. sufficientl y large data sample, I could use "self-consi stency" of the data 

itself to determine efficiency and background levels. For example, given a sample of 

tagged D s events , I could apply the same selection procedure to the recoil side of each 
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event (double-tagging), and solving the system of equations 

N (- + 17 ) da.ta. c ta.g bkg 

J\T ( 2 2 ) 
' da.ta. sta.g + 17bkg 

for the tagging efficiency Etag and the background 1]bkg· Unfortunately, this technique 

requires a statistically significant sample of double-tagged events, much larger than 

that available from the BES experiment. A similar double-tag study [44] found only 

two candidate eyents for the Ds---+ 4;(!\+ b.'-) 7r+ recoil channel, which is not sufficient 

to determine either Etag or 1]bkg with any significance. 

As a result, my efficiency and background studies (as well as those for the leptonic 

event selection described in Chapter 9) are done using Monte Carlo simulations. In 

order for these studies to be successful-to provide accurate estimates for efficiencies 

within each signal channel, for the overall efficiency of tag selection, and for the levels 

background-the physics incorporated into the simulation, and the detector response, 

must both be accurate, as discussed in Chapter 5. For my background studies, I use 

events generated in all of the available charmed meson channels ( D D, D* D, D* D* 

and D; D-; ), using world average branching fractions for D and D* decays; the relat

ive proportions of each charm channel (with charged and neutral mesons considered 

separately) are specified using the coupled-channel model of Eichten et a!. [28] ( Ap

pendix A). 

8.8.1 Background Distributions 

The backgrounds present in my data (about half the total number of events in my 

sample) come from a. variety of sources: non-Ds charm production, r+T- semi

hadronic decays, light-quark production (both direct and two-photon), and wrong 

combinations of tracks from true D; D-; production. As mentioned in Chapter 5, 

Monte Carlo data sets exist for all of these sources except the two-photon physics. 

Although I will show (Section 8.8.2) that none of these sources has a. high rate of 

misidentification as a Ds event, the approximately 1:1 signal-to-background ratio ob-
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served (Figure 8.12) arises because the Dt D; production rate is small compared to 

any of the other sources. In Table 8.2 , I show the cross sections for various e+ e-

processes, based on first order QED calculations (for the T+T- and qq processes) and 

the coupled-channel model (for charm production) [28]. 

Table 8.2: Production rates for sources of Ds candidate backgrounds at 
4.03 GeV. The T+T - and qq rates are first order QED calculations; the 
charm rates are predicted from the coupled-channel model, normalized to 
CJ(f-1+ f-1-) = 5.348 nb. 

n+D-
s s 0.808 DODO 0.051 D+D- 0.021 

qq 10.696 DoD*o 3.341 D± D*=F 3.605 

T+T- 3.316 D*o D*o 3.088 D*+ D*- 1.901 

In Figure 8.13, I show the fitted mass distributions for each of the background 

sources in Table 8.2. Each plot is produced by applying my full selection technique 

to a sample of 100,000 Monte Carlo events of the indicated source. Thus, except 

for normalization, these plots should be compared to Figure 8.12 to determine the 

contribution each one makes to my background. 

I have also used the plots in Figure 8.13 in an alternative method of fitting my 

final data sample. By smoothing the background plots with a 10-point cubic spline, 

I can reduce the statistical fluctuations and approximate the "true" shape of each 

background source's candidate mass distribution. I can then form the weighted sum 

of all of the background plots, normalized to the size of each Monte Carlo sample 

and weighted by the expected production cross section (Table 8.2), as shown in Fig

ure 8.14. If I use this as my background shape, in place of equation 8.6, I should 

get a better approximation to my data than the latter function provides . The result 

of this procedure is shown in Figure 8.15, and the difference is clear. The number 

of candidate signal events is increased to 76.9 ± 1:3.8 (which is consistent with my 

previous results), and the background shape no longer systematically overestimates 

my data. 
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Figure 8.13: Fitted mass distributions of three-track combinations iden
tified as candidate Ds decays, from Monte Carlo data sets. The upper 
left plot shows the "ideal" signal, from a Monte Carlo sample of Ds -t 
¢(1\.'+ !\-) 1r+, l\"*0 (1{+7!"-) [{+, and K~(1r+1r-) f{+ decays. All of the other 
plots are from the background sources indicated, with input data sets of 
100,000 events each. 
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8.8.2 The Fold Matrix 

A general technique for determining efficiencies and background levels in a system 

with multiple signals is the fold matrix. The fold matrix maps the rates of generated 

channel mapping to observed (reconstructed) events. I follow the simulated data 

through reconstruction and analysis , on an event-by-event basis. By keeping track 

of which state was generated and which state was finally assigned by my analysis, 

I can determine unambiguously the efficiency, the rates of background contributions, 

and the rates of cross-talk for each signal state. The fold matrix for my Ds tagging 

analysis is shown in Table 8.3. Note that the matrix is normalized to the number of 

events generated in each channel. I can determine the actual number of signal and 

background events by multiplying the fold matrix by a. column vector of production 

rates (absolute or relative) of each channel. The product vector will give the predicted 

number of events (or fractions) for each final state. 

Table 8.3: Fold matrix forDs event tagging. Rows indicate generated (Monte 
Carlo) sources of events; columns indicate reconstructed signal channels. The 
values shown are percentages (%); round-off errors may affect the last digit. 
Matrix elements are normalized to the number of generated events in each 
source, so that they are true rates of efficiency or misidentification. 

¢xrr I /{*0 f{ I /{~ f{ I Combined I (in %) 

7.685 .000 .000 7.685 ¢7r 

.000 5.306 .000 5.306 f{*oK 

.000 .000 2.519 2.519 f{~f{ 

.007 .021 .010 .0:39 DODO 

.002 .019 .008 .030 D*ODO 

.001 .029 .004 .034 D*o D*o 

.006 .018 .006 .029 D+D-

.002 .028 .009 .039 DdD-:r-

.004 .031 .003 .038 D*+ D*-

.001 .017 .009 .028 qq 

.000 .003 .002 .006 T+T-

.018 .072 .006 .095 Ds bkg 
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8.8.3 Selection Efficiency 

The fold matrix (Table 8.3) shows that there is actuall:y no cross-talk between the 

three Ds decay channels ¢(I\+K-)7r+, [\.'*0 (J\."+7r-)l1·+, and l1·~(7r+7r-)l1·+. Thus, 

the selection efficiencies may be read from the diagonal of the first three rows of the 

fold matrix , 

c( ¢7r) 

c(K*°K) 

c(K~K) 

21.60% 

10.17% 

7.66% 

where the secondary branching fractions (B(A) in Table 8.1 are factored out. Com

bining these values with the branching fractions in Table 8.1, I find that the overall 

efficiency for selecting Ds events is Etag = 0.27%. With the 21.9 pb- 1 of "good dEjdx" 

used in my analysis, my fitted result of 7 4. 7 ± 14.6 events corresponds to a produc

tion cross section cr( e+e- ---+ n; D";) = 1.08 ± 0.21 nb, in good agreement with the 

prediction of the coupled-channel model [28] (Appendix A). 
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Cl1apter 9 D s Lepto11ic Decay Selectio11 

Given the sample of tagged e+ c ---+ D; D-; events , I search the recoil (those tracks 

not used for the tag) for events containing a single charged track and no significant 

neutral energy. The events which pass this selection are identified as potential Ds 

leptonic decay events in one of the channels Ds ---+ f .. W 1,. or Ds ---+ TV7 (T ---+ f-1VJJ-U7 , 

T---+ e/JeV7 or T' -+ 7ru7 ) which are shown in Figure 9.1. The two channels Ds---+ eue 

and Ds ---+ TVT, T ---+ l\"vT are not considered, as their branching fractions oo-7 and 

10-3
, respectively) imply that we should observe much less than one event in the BES 

data sample, even with 100% efficiency. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, we expect the branching fraction B(Ds---+ f-1U1,.) to be a 

few 10-3
, and the total B(Ds ---+ T1..17 ) a few percent. If I use a "reasonable" value for 

fDs of 300 MeV ( c.f. Chapter 12), I can estimate the number of events in my candidate 

final states, given the size of my D; D-; event sample , as shown in Table 9.1. 

Table 9.1: Estimated number of events in each leptonic decay final state, using 
a. theoretical vaJue of fDs = 300 MeV, and 76.9±13.8 identified Dt D-; events .. 
These estimates do not include detector acceptance or efficiency issues. 

Final B(Ds ---+ £ve) B(T-+X) B(tot) iYexp 

State (%) (%) (%) (of 76.9 ± 13.8 ) 

f-11..1,, I 0.72 - 0.72 0.55 ± 0.10 

e1..1eVT 17.88 1.25 0.96 ± 0.17 

f-11/J-1-UT 6.99 17.46 1.22 0.94 ± 0.17 

7r1/T 11.3 0.79 0.61 ± 0.11 

I Total 3.98 3.06 ± 0.55 

A sample size of three events (assuming 100% efficiency!) is not sufficient for a high 

precision measurement. Even with a.n unreasonably high value of fD s' say 500 MeV, 

I could still only expect to find seven or eight events . In order to achieve maximum 
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sensitivity from these limited statistics, I will not attempt to uniquely identify each 

candidate event as coming from one or another of the leptonic decay channels. Instead, 

as I will show in Chapter 10, I compute for each event a. likelihood that it represents 

each of the decay channels , or background. I then extract the branching fractions, 

and the D s decay constant, by maximizing the total likelihood for the set of events as 

a. function of those branching fractions. In the remainder of this chapter, I describe 

the physics characteristics and experimental signals of Ds leptonic decays and show 

the candidate event distributions after event selection. 

9.1 Ds Leptonic Decay Kinematics 

D s leptonic decays are characterized by low multiplicity (few charged tracks), and 

missing four-momentum carried by one or more final-state neutrinos, as shown in 

Figure 9.1. The kinematic variable I use to identify leptonic decays is the missing 

mass squared, m~iss' defined by 

(PDs -Ph Y'(PDs - Ph)cx 

( Ebeam - Eh) 2 
- (PDs - Ph) 2 (9.1) 

where h is the observed charged track from the leptonic decay. 

In Figure 9.2, I show the expected missing mass distributions from each of the 

leptonic decay final states, derived from special Monte Carlo data. sets of 30,000 

Ds -t f.W11. and 30,000 Ds -t TV7 decays. In each event, one of the Ds mesons decays 

into one of the single-tag ha.dronic final states (10,000 of each in each data. set), while 

the other Ds decays leptonica.lly. For muonic decays , Ds -t f-LV11. (Figure 9.1 (a)), there 

is a. single, isolated muon track (which is monochromatic in the D s rest frame), and 

the missing mass is consistent with zero (up to the resolution of the BES detector), 

as shown in Figure 9.2. 

The leptonic decays involving tau leptons are more complex, since the T decay 
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Figure 9.1: Kinematics of Ds ---+ fve decays to single-prong final states. Ds ---+ 
f-1V11. (a) has a monochromatic muon in the Ds rest frame, and zero missing 
mass. All Ds ---+ TVT channels ((b)-(d)) have non-zero missing mass, since at 
least two neutrinos are produced in the final state. Ds ---+ TVT , T---+ evevT (b) 
and Ds ---+ Tl/T, T ---+ f.iD,,l/T (c) have three neutrinos, and a broad distribution 
in missing mass. D s ---+ Tl/n T ---+ 7WT (d) has only two neutrinos, and the 
pion is monochromatic in the T rest frame; the missing mass distribution is 
an asymmetric peak at about 800 MeV/ c2

. 
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Figure 9.2: Distributions of missing mass squared (m~iss) in Ds leptonic 
decay channels and expected backgrounds. In each figure, the histogram 
indicates the number of events selected from Monte Carlo simulated decays; 
the smooth curve is a. six-parameter fit of the data. to a. pair of Ga.ussians, as 
described in Chapter 10. 
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produces additional neutrinos in the final state. For the leptonic final states, Ds -----1 T//7 

with T -----1 e/Jel/T or T -----1 f-lV,,//7 (Figures 9.l(b) and (c)), the charged leptons are 

produced over the full kinematic range, and the missing mass distributions span the 

available phase space, from 0 to 4 Ge V2 j c4
. 

The pionic final state, Ds -----1 T//7 , T -----1 7W7 (Figure 9.1 (d)) ha.s only two .neutrinos, 

and the pion is monochromatic in the tau rest frame. The missing mass distribution 

for this final state is narrow, like the muonic decay, but is significantly non-zero. 

The background distribution in Figure 9.2 is the inclusive distribution of tagged 

events in a. Monte Carlo simulation of Ds decays, with a single recoil track. For this 

inclusive distribution, I did not identify or reject isolated photons (see the discussion 

below, Section 9.2). For comparison with the Monte Carlo distributions, I show in 

Figure 9.3, with the same binning, the distribution of missing mass in the sample of 

candidate Ds events. 

40 

30 

20 

10 

D
5 

Single Tag Candidates (bestds) 
Final Ds candidates with 95% CL 

0 2 

Missing Mass (GeV2
) 

4 

Figure 9.3: Distribution of missing mass squared (m~isJ in the Ds event 
sample, with the same binning a.s the Monte Carlo distributions (Figure 9.2). 
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9. 2 Recoil Event Selection 

I select candidate events forDs leptonic decays from the recoils of the identified tagged 

Ds production events. My selection criteria are designed to select all of the candidate 

channels with equal efficiency, while rejecting non-leptonic background sources. 

1. The recoil contains exactly one reconstructed charged track, in the central region 

of the detector (lcosBI ::=; 0.75). 

2. The event .contains no isolated neutral tracks (photons, 1r
0 's, Kf's). I define 

an "isolated neutral" as a reconstructed cluster of hits in the shower counter 

(BSC) which is separated from the nearest charged track by at least 18 degrees 

(cosB,.q < 0.95), and from other neutral clusters by at least the same amount. 

3. The missing momentum in the event projects into the central region of the 

detector (I cos O.miss I ::=; 0. 75 ). This reduces dramatically the number of non

leptonic decay events with "lost" tracks which could feed into my candidate 

sample. 

I find six events consistent with these criteria in my Ds event sample. The 

properties of these events (tag channel, m~iss ' and particle ID likelihoods, including 

the "best" recoil track ID) are listed in Table 9.2 , and the "distribution" of missing 

mass is shown in Figure 9.4. The individual events are depicted in Figures 9.5 through 

9.9. 

9.3 Leptonic Event Selection Studies 

I determine the efficiency for selection of leptonic decay events using special Monte 

Carlo simulations of Dt D-; events, with one of the Ds mesons decaying to the three 

hadronic tag states (10,000 events each), and the other Ds decaying to the leptonic 

final states; for the D s ---+ TV7 samples, the T is allowed to decay according to the 

world average branching fractions [1], and I select the channels of interest afterward. 
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Table 9.2: Characteristics of the candidate Ds ~ eve events selected from the 
Ds event sample. The tagged Ds decay channel and recoil track identification 
are determi~ed using the methods described in Chapters 8 and 7, and are 
provided for reference. The other properties, m~iss and the recoil track ID 
likelihoods, will be used in the likelihood function to determine B ( D s ~ eve) 
and fn ., in Chapters 10 and 11. 

BES Run Tag 2 
rnmiss Recoil Recoil ID 

Event Tracks (GeV2
) COS ()miss Track £( e, f-l, 1r, K) 

3273 J{*OJ{ -.093 -.338 f-l .0000 .9656 

14523 2, 3, 4 1 .0037 .006:3 

3382 yoy \s \ 3.082 .680 7r .0004 .0032 

24240 1, 3, 4 2 .9964 .0000 

6150 !{*of{ -.053 .175 K .0000 .2586 

13927 1, 2, 4 3 .2089 .5325 

6233 !{~!{ .381 .418 f-l .0000 .5639 

14185 1, 3, 4 2 .4298 .0063 

6274 !{~!{ 1.570 .053 e .9921 .0042 

17978 1, 3, 4 2 .0029 .0008 

6543 J{*OJ{ 1.109 -.650 11 .0651 .4482 

14314 2, 3, 4 1 .2992 .1876 
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Figure 9.4: Distribution of miss ing mass squared (m~ iss) for the six candidate 
Ds ---+ eve events described in the text , with the recoil track identified by 
maximum likelihood as an electron (uppeT left) , muon (uppeT Tight), or pion 
(lower left) . The plot at lower right shows the combined distr ibution for all 
the candidate events . The binning of these plots are the same as that used 
for the Monte Carlo distributions (Figure 9.2). 
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I ~cEB~~ Run: 3273, Record: 1 4523, Energy: 4.030 

TOF Likel ihood dE/ dx Likelihood combined Neutrals 
Trk ID Mfit p E Qlt ep,nKp Hits e p, n K p ep,nKp p,ID Trk E I so End 

1 f.1, 
-

2 1.214 0 .278 ===Do 34 =Do=D ~D=o0 0 
2 e 2 0.533 0.215 00000 31 o __ o_ o __ o_ 0 
3 f.1, 

+ 2 0.227 1 =Do __ 22 =oo __ _Do __ 
4 K • 2 0.878 0.427 1 ===0- 27 _DOD_ -==0- 0 

.B 
I I 

I --a· I 

D~ 'rf1 

~ D~ fM~ 
l -~ 
l J 

Figure 9.5: BES event display depicting candidate leptonic decay event 
from run 3273, record 14523. Tracks 2, 3, and 4 are identified as a 
D s ---+ J-(*0 (I{+ 1r-) J-(+ tag, and track 1 is identified as a. muon by maximum 
likelihood. 
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I ~,Es~ I Run: 3382, Record: 242 40, F nergy: 4.030 
TOF Like lihood dE/dx Like li hood comb ined Neu t ra ls 

T rk ID Mfit p E 01\ e f.t n K p Hits e f.t n K p e f.t n K p f.i-ID T rk E I so En d 

1 e - 2 0.897 0.234 
2 7T + 2 0.145 

3 j.t + 2 0.332 0.217 
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8 00000 23 D===D D===D 0 
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Figure 9.6: BES event display depicting candidate leptonic decay event 
from run 3382, record 24240. Tracks 1, 3, and 4 are identified as a 
Ds --+ K2('n-+7r-) J(+ tag, and track 2 is identified as a pion by maximum 
likelihood. 
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I ~' Es~ I Run : 6 1 50, Record : 1 3 9 2 7, Energy : 4. 0 3 0 
TOF Li kel ihood dE/ dx Likelihood combined Neutra ls 

T rk 10 Mfit p E Olt e,unKp Hit s e ,u n K p e,unKp ,uiD Trk E I so End 

1 K • 2 0.507 1 ___ 0 _ 37 0 __ 0 _ _ __ 0 _ 0 
2 1\ 

- 2 0.938 0.302 1 DODo_ 34 _oOo_ _oOo_ 0 
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- ~ LM ~liD 
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Figure 9. 7: BES event display depicting candidate leptonic decay event 
from run 6150, record 13927. Tracks 1, 2, and 4 are identified as a 
Ds -+ J{*0 (I{+n--) !{+ tag, and track 3 is identified as a kaon by maximum 
likelihood. 
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I ~,EB~ I Run: 6233, Record: 14 185, Ene rgy: 4.030 

TOF Likelihood dE/ dx Like lihood comb ined Neutrals 
Trk ID Mfit p E Ql t ef.L7TKp Hi ts e f.L 7T K p ef.L7T K p f.LID Trk E I so End 
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2 f.L 
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2 0 .733 0 3 19 1 ooo __ 38 _Ooo_ _oo __ 
3 7T - 2 0.886 0.599 1 DODo_ 33 _oOo_ _oOo_ 
4 7T 2 0.417 0.094 1 00000 16 _00 __ _00 __ 

~D-

Figure 9.8: BES event display depicting candidate leptonic decay event 
from run 6233, record 14185. Tracks 1, 3, and 4 are identified as a. 
Ds ~ K~(1r+1r-) ]{+ tag, and t rack 2 is identified a.s a muon by maximum 
likelihood. 
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I ~cES~~ Run: 6274, Record: 1 7978, Energy: 4.030 

TOF Likel ihood dE/ dx Like lihood combined Neutra ls 
T rk 10 Mfit p E Qlt e,unKp Hits e ,u n K p e,unKp ,uiD Trk E I so End 
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Figure 9.9: BES event display depicting candidate leptonic decay event 
from run 627 4, record 17978. Tracks 1, 3, and 4 are identified as a 
Ds-+ K~(7r+7r-) [{+tag, and track 2 is identified as an electron by maximum 
likelihood. 
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I ~cE8~~ Run : 6543, Record: 1431 4 , Energy: 4.03 

TOF Likelihood dE/dx Likel ih ood combin ed Neut rals 
Trk 10 Mfit p E Qlt e,unKp Hits e ,u n K p e,unKp ,uiD Trk E lso End 
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Figure 9.10: BES event display depicting candidate leptonic decay event 
from run 6543, record 14314. Tracks 2, 3, and 4 are identified as a 
Ds --+ I\*0 (I{+7r - ) J{+ tag, and track 1 is identified as a muon by maximum 
likelihood. 
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I apply my full analysis (Chapter 8 and this one) to the simulated events, and 

"identify'' the recoil track in each event using the maximum likelihood value of the 

particle ID function (Chapter 7). The selection efficiencies are just the fraction of 

events in each final state for which my identification of the recoil track matches that 

generated, 

c(pv) 

c( T ----7 e) 

c( r ----7 p) 

c( r ----r 1r) 

58.20% 

58.59% 

54.09% 

46.75% 

with statistical errors of about ±1 %, based on my Monte Carlo statistics. 

I determine the background levels in a similar way, using the other Monte Carlo 

data sets described in Chapter 5. For the non-Ds initial states, I obtain the background 

rates directly as the fraction of D8 -tagged events (themselves fairly small) for which 

I find a single recoil track with the appropriate maximum-likelihood identity. For the 

Ds "cocktail" data set, I measure the backgrounds in the same way, but I cross-check 

the generated recoil state, and do not count events (roughly 100 in the sample) which 

are correctly identified as Ds ----7 pv11. or Ds ----7 rvT. 

Table 9.3 shows the background rates for each recoil identity from the various 

sources of tagged events (the zero entries indicate that no tagged event satisfied my 

recoil selection criteria, listed in Section 9.2). Weighting these values by the produc

tion cross sections (Table 8.2), I find the inclusive background rates for my leptonic 

decay event selection to be 

ry(e) .05% 

ry(p) .12% 

17( 7T") .53% 
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17( tot) = . 79% 

with statistical errors of approximately ±10%, based on the number of tagged events 

in the Monte Carlo data sets . With 190 candidate Dt D; events, this corresponds to 

approximately 1.51 background events out of rny sample of six leptonic candidates. 

Table 9.3: Recoil track identification background rates, obtained from Monte 
Carlo data. sets. Zeros indicate that no tagged events satisfied my recoil 
selection criteria (Section 9.2). Rates are normalized to the number of tagged 
events in each data set . Inclusive rates for each track identification are found 
by weighting these values by the production cross sections of the initial states. 

I e ID I f-l ID I 1r ID I Inclusive I (%) 

.00 .00 .00 .20 DODO 

.00 .11 .11 .43 D*ODO 

.00 .17 .00 1" . I D*o D*o 

.00 .00 .16 .16 D+D-

.09 .27 .37 .73 DdD=f 

.27 .27 .00 .81 D*+ D*-

.00 .00 .24 .24 qq 

.00 .00 2.60 2.60 T+T-

.53 1.15 1.86 4.96 Ds bkg 

These background rates include both "topological" backgrounds, track combin

ations incorrectly identified as Ds hadronic decays , which have isolated single re

coil tracks; and "identification" backgrounds , true D; D; events, with single charged 

tracks in the recoil, but for which the identification assignment is not correct . I incor

porate both the efficiencies and the background rates into the final likelihood function 

in the next chapter, as factors in the weights assigned to each event . 
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Part IV 

Results 
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Cl1apter 10 Likelihood Fu11ctio11 for 

Lepto11ic Decays 

In this thesis, I measure the branching fractions of the Ds meson to the leptonic final 

states fl,ll and TI/, and extract the Ds decay constant fDs from these measurements. 

To obtain these results with maximum sensitivity, I define a likelihood function which 

depends on these parameters, and evaluate that function for my sample of candidate 

leptonic decays, maximizing the function with respect to the branching fractions (or 

equivalently, to fDJ· 

10.1 Likelihood Expression 

For my sample of candidate Ds leptonic decay events, I define the likelihood to obtain 

those particular events to be 

events 

r P(N' N ) II rl,ept(m2mi·ss,z·, r,PID) .I..- = events; exp .I..- .I..- (10.1) 

where Nexp is the number of leptonic decay events expected, and 

channels 
rlept( 2 rPID) 

.I...-; ?nmiss,i' .1...-; = L Wm£~~p Lm(Tn~iss.J (10.2) 
m 

is the likelihood that event i is clue to a leptonic Ds decay, or is background. The sub-

7r/.17 or background} covers both the final state leptonic decay channels, as well as 

the inclusive background rate. In the case of background, the particle identification 

likelihood is unity, since the background sums over all possible identifications. 

I equation 10.1, P(Nevents; Nexp) is the Poisson probability of the number of ob

served candidates Nevents, given a number Nexp of events expected. The number of 
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expected events depends on the total number of candidate Ds events, the branching 

fractions to each final state, and the background rate estimated from Monte Carlo 

data, 

( 10.:3) 
m 

1]m 
{ 

EmB(m) 

1]bkg 

Tn E {f1V, Te , Tf-l, T'Tr} 
(10.4) 

m background , 

and 17 = Lm 17m for convenience. 

In Chapter 9 I presented the missing mass distributions, Lm(m~iss) (Figures 9.2), 

where I derived them from analyses of Monte Carlo-generated samples of leptonic 

decays. To simplify the use of these distributions in my analyses, I parameterize them 

as a pair of overlapping Gaussians, 

f' ( 2. ) = H (-~ (m~iss- Mfm )
2
) + H , (-~ (m~iss- Mi.m )

2
) ~m 7/'/,ffiiSS 1m exp 2m exp 2 

2 O"lm 0"2m 

(10.5) 

normalized to unit area. The parameters H;m, M;m, and O"im are listed in Table 10.1. 

In the likelihood function (equation 10.2), I use a weighted sum of the missing-mass 

likelihoods for all of the possible final states. Rather than assigning each candidate 

event to one or another final state, with the concomitant issues of efficiency and cross

talk between channels, I let each event contribute to all possible topologies, and weight 

those contributions according to the number of expected events in that topology, and 

the probability that the charged track observed matches the particle in the final state. 

The weight is the the fraction of expected events in channel m , 1]m/1J, with 17m defined 

in equation 10.4. These weights ensure that each possible final state contributes 

proportionally to the overall likelihood for each event; otherwise the likelihood would 

be biased towards the Ds -t f1Vp. and Ds -t TVT ,T -t 7WT channels, which have narrow 

and high missing mass distributions (see Figure 9.2 in Chapter 9). 

An important feature of my analysis is my use of the particle identification like-
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Table 10.1: Parameters of the missing mass likelihood function, equation 10.5. 

0'1 

f-1,// 6.51 ± .1 6 .00 ± .00 .13 ± .00 

r-----te 1.05 ± .22 .89 ± .09 .42 ± .06 

T-----tfl .94 ± .14 .74 ± .05 .29 ± .04 

T-----t7r 3.64 ± .42 .41 ± .05 .23 ± .03 

Bkg 1.40 ± .24 .21 ± .06 .34 ± .07 

II 
fll/ .22 ± .03 -.15 ± .0:3 .57± .03 

r-----te .78 ± .11 2.01 ± .22 .71 ± .11 

T-----tfl 1.05 ± .09 1.62 ± .07 .69 ± .03 

T-----t7r .92 ±.56 -.06 ± .10 .16 ± .05 

Bkg .44 ± .10 1.17±.26 1.18 ± .17 

lihoods (Chapter 7) as part of my determination of fD s. The particle identification 

vector, f PID, is the set of normalized weights returned by my TRACKWT function (see 

Appendix B). The component of fPID used in equation 10.2 is just the charged 

particle species in the leptonic final state m . 

In Figures 10.1 and 10.2, I show the form of thi s weighted sum, equation 10.2, 

evaluated for each of the six leptonic events in my sample, as functions of B( Ds -----t f1LIJ.L) 

and fD s' respectively. The total likelihood function for B(11v) or .fDs is the product 

of these shapes, multiplied by the Poisson likelihood of the six observed events vs. 

the number of events expected. I show the final likelihood results in the next chapter 

(Figures 11.2 and 11.3). 

10.2 Statistical Uncertainties 

The likelihood function, equation 10.1 , is non-Gaussian by construction, and as I wi ll 

show in Chapter 11, is quite asymmetric. Clearly, I should not quote symmetric 
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Figure 10.1: Likelihood fun ctions for the candidate leptonic events, with re
spect to the branching fraction B(Ds -+ ftv1,). The total likelihood , equa
tion 10.1 is the product of these six functions and the Poisson likelihood for 
observing the candidate events. 
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Figure 10.2: Likelihood fun ctions for the candidate leptonic events, with re
spect to the decay constant fv,. The total likelihood, equation 10.1 is the 
product of these six functions and the Poisson likelihood for observing the 
candidate events. 
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error bars for my results, since this obscures the essentially non-Gaussian nature of 

the problem. For the most reasonable comparison with other, "Gaussian ," results , I 

would like to quote a 68% confidence interval about the maximum likelihood value. 

Unfortunately, there is no consensus in the high energy physics community about how 

to define such an intervaF [45]. 

For my analysis , I interpret my likelihood function as a probability density, treat

ing my measurement as a random variable. Although there exists a. "true" value of 

fDs , for example, which is fixed and certain, my experimental technique introduces 

randomness into the value I measure; that randomness is presumably reflected in the 

shape of my likelihood function , provided that function is well-constructed. Accord

ingly, I define a. confidence interval in terms of the area A of the likelihood function , 

such that 

1. a quoted "p% confidence interval" contains an area Ap/100; 

2. the maximum likelihood value is contained within the quoted interval; 

3. the asymmetry of the likelihood function is qualitatively reflected in the quoted 

positive and negative uncertainties . 

Given a likelihood function £(x), with a single maximum-likelihood value x0 (£(x 0 ) > 

£(x) Vx =J x0 , I will quote a result 

where the uncertainties ox_ and ox+ are defined by 

j
xo 

p - oo £( x )dx (10 .6) 

j
xa+Sx + 

£(x)dx 
xa 

(10.7) 

for a (lOOp) % confidence interval. For "one sigma." errors, p = 0.6827, which is what 

1The BES experiment contacted several members of the Particle Data Group regarding this issue, 
and received several different , and sometimes conflicting , recommendations. 
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I will use in computing the statistical uncertainties on my results for B(Ds -+ fW11 ) 

and .fD, in Chapter 11. 

10.3 Systematic Uncertainties 

The likelihood function, equation 10.1, is a relatively simple function of the branching 

fractions or fDs· They appear only in the weights applied to each event, and in the 

overall Poisson normalization, and so (in principle) .C can be differentiated and solved 

for them algebraically. The maximum with respect to the variable X occurs at 

a.c 
ax= o. 

If .C is being maximized with respect to several variables ( cf. Chapter 11 ), this 

becomes a system of equations to be solved simultaneously; I will not consider this 

case here. 

Let B E {f1v, TV} be the channel to be determined. Differentiating equation 10.1 

with respect to B(B), 

a.c 
aB(B) 

(10.8) 

where Cmi = .C~~p .Cm(m~iss,i)· Again, I use i to indicate the candidate leptonic 

decay events, and m the signal and background channels. For the tau decay channels, 

B(m) = B(Ds -+ TV7 ) B( T-+ m ). The derivative of the Poisson distribution has a 

simple expression, 

8 
aB(B) P(N; !1) 

I 

f1 ( -JJ· f\T N-l -p N) N! e {t - e 11 

( 
N ) /1' P(N; 11)-;- P(N; !1) 
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where /1 1 = op,joB(B). Substituting N---+ Nevents and f1---+ Nexp = ND,17, 

[j P(.J\T . N ) _ P(N . N )N 1 ( Nevents 1) oB(B) events, exp - events, 'exp D, 17 Nexp - (10.9) 

The second term in equation 10.8 expands to 

0 II Lm Cmi 17m 
oB(B) .; , ry 

Substituting equations 10.9 and 10.10 into equation 10.8, and using Nexp = ND,1], I 

obtain 

[j£ 

aB(B) 
N 1 (Nevents _ 1) P( N . N ) II Lm Cmi17m 

D , 17 N events, exp 
exp i 17 

P(N . J\T ) (II Lm Cmi 17m) ["'""" Lm Cmi17~l N N 17' l + events, exp £._. '\' C . - D, eventsN 
i 17 i ~m mt17m exp 

(10.11) 

Recall that B(Ds --t f.ve) ex: fiJ •. It is equivalent, then, to maximize the likeli

hood with respect to B(Ds---+ f.ve), and change variables to get the maximization with 

respect to fD s· Setting a£ja8(B) = 0, the likelihood is maximized when 

(10.12) 

since £ 0 cannot be a maximum. This expression should be solved for the ap-
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propriate parameter, but in general cannot be, since the right-hand side is a rational 

polynomial of O( Nevents) in '/]B· For .fD. , I should formally apply the chain rule and 

requ1re, e.g., 
_ a£ _ a£ oB(B) _ 

2 
8£ 

O - a .fD. - oB(B ) of D. - AsfDs oB(B) ' 

where As = AP or Ar is the expression given in equation 2.12 involving the Ds and 

lepton masses, couplings , etc. This change of variables adds an extra factor of 2AsfDs 

to both sides of equation 10.12, which will simply cancel out. 

In fact, I do not actually need to solve equation 10.12 analytically to evaluate the 

systematic errors: I can find the total differential of both sides, and solve for dB(B) 

in terms of the differentials of all of the input parameters, 

d [N '] = d [~ Lm Cmi'IJ'm l Ds 1J ~ ~ C ) 
i L.,m mi '/]m 

(10.13) 

where 

(10.14) 

and 

(10.15) 

so that 

1 I dN + N ~ ory' dP = ~ 1 ~ c . [017'm - L m Cmi '/]~, 01Jm l dP . 
7 Ds Ds L.... :=lp ~ ~ C L.... mz :::lp ~ C :=lp 

p U i,P L.,m mi'/]m m U L.,m mi1]m U 

(10.16) 

This is a simple linear equation in the differentials dP, with the partial derivat

ives oB(B) I oP given implicitly as the coefficients of the dP. If I specialize to the 

case of findi ng B(Ds ---+ ~w,,) assuming lepton universality, using the definitions of 1]m 



(equation 10.4) , 

L 01J'm dP 
p oP. 

L 01]' dP 
P 8P 

L 01]m dP 
P 8P 
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0 (background)} 

0 (background) 

L 017~~ dP 
P ,m oP 
dc 11 v + 9. 75(cudBu + BudEu + E7 J1dBTJ1 

{ 

11'm dB(B) + B(B ) LP Op17'mdP (signal) 

d17m (background) . 

(10.17) 

(10.18) 

(10.19) 

(10.20) 

Substituting these expressions (equations 10.17 through 10.20) into equation 10.16, 
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which I can solve for dB(B) , 

= 2: Lm Cmi17m - B(B) ~m Cmi17'm. ~ Cmi 2: Ehlm dP 
i (Lm Cmi1lm) m p [)p 

- "" L m Cmi17'm C ·d - N "" ory' dP - 'd 7\ f 
L.,. ( C . )2 bkg, t 1]bkg D , L.,. [)p 1] HDs · 

i L m mt17m p 
(10.21) 

Defining 

A1 = [L (Lm cm.ry~ )T (10.22) 
i Lm Cmt17m 

Azi 
Lm Cmi17'm (10.23) = 

(Lm Cmi17m )2 

A3i 
1 

- B(B) Azi , (10.24) = 
Lm Cmi1]m 

equation 10.21 becomes 

and the partial derivatives can be written explicitly as 

8B(B) 
-AIry' ' (10.25) = 

8Nn. 
8B(B) 

9.75sreAl [~ A3iCr(e),i - Nn s] (10.26) = 
oBTe 

8B(B) 
9. 75s 7 11A 1 [ ~ A3iCr(fl),i - N D.] (10.27) = ' OBrfl 
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aB(B) 
9. 75cT71"A. l [ ~ A3iCT(r.),i - N D,] = 8BT1r 

aB(B) 
A1 [~ A3icJ1V,i- ND, ] 

OE1w 
-

' 

aB(B) 
9. 75Bre Al [ ~ A3iCT(e),i - N Ds] 

OETe 
-

aB(B) 
9. 75BT J.L A.l [ ~ A.3icT(J.L) ,i - ND,] = 

acT J.L 

aB(B) 
9.75BT11"Al [~ A3icT( r. ),i - ND. ] 

Oca 
-

aB(B) 
- A1 I: A.2icbkg,i . 

01]bkg 
-

The systematic uncertainty due to each parameter is given by 

= I afD. 16 B(B) 
aB(B) P 

= 
1 

6 B(B) 2J A.BB(B) P 

where A.B = 7.9694 x 10-8 MeV-2 for Ds ---7 f-lVJ.L (see equation 2.12). 

( 10.28) 

(10 .29) 

( 10.30) 

(10 .31) 

(10.32) 

(10.33) 

(10.34) 

(10.35) 
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Cl1apter 11 Results of Maxi1num 

Likelihood A11alysis 

In this chapter, I present the results of evaluating the leptonic decay likelihood func

tion, equation 10.1, using the six candidate leptonic decay events from Table 9.2 

and the other parameters derived throughout this thesis, summarized in Table 11.1. 

The three quantities which I derive are the branching fractions B(Ds ---+ 1-wJ-L) and 

B(Ds---+ T//7 ) and the Ds decay constant, fDs· I can rewrite equation 10.1 with some 

of the terms expanded to show the explicit dependence on the branching fractions: 

(11.1) 

where 1]bkg is the inclusive background rate with no particle identification .. The Ds 

leptonic branching fractions, or the decay constant f Ds, appear in the boxed terms as 

components of the weights for each possible final state, as well as in the expectation of 

the Poisson distribution. In this chapter I present my results maximizing the likelihood 

function [29] with respect to B(Ds ---+ Tl/7 ), B(Ds ---+ fJV,,), and fD s , along with my 

evaluation of the statistical (Section 10.2) and systematic (Section 10.3) uncertainties 

on those results. At the end, I will discuss additional sources of uncertainty which 

cannot be fully quantified, but which should be kept in mind when evaluating the 

significance of my results. 
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11.1 

The muonic and tauonic branching fractions, B(Ds-+ pv11 ) and B(Ds-+ TvT), may 

be treated as independent parameters of the likelihood function, equation 11.1. Fig

ure 11.1 shows the resulting likelihood surface, normalized to the maximum value, 

which occurs at 

B(Ds -+ pv!,) 

B(Ds-+ TVT) 

3 <)0+6.39 (J1 
.~ -3.15 / 0 

1 63+15.88 (J1 
. -1.63 10 

where the errors indicate points on the 68% confidence interval ellipse. The correlation 

coefficient r between the two parameters is 0.3. 

11.2 B(Ds ---+ fvc) with Lepton Universality 

In equation 2.11, I showed the relationship between the various leptonic branching frac

tions, assuming that the vV -£-I/ coupling is independent of the lepton flavor ("lepton 

universality"). Using it, I can write the likelihood function in terms of B(Ds-+ pvJ.l) 

alone, and maximize the resulting one-dimensional function. In Figure 11.2, I show 

this function, normalized to the maximum value, along with the 68% confidence in

terval around the maximum calculated according to equation 10. 7. The result for the 

branching fraction is 

Figure 11.2 also shows, for reference, the positions where log(£/Lmax) = -1/2, which 

are often quoted as errors. 

11.3 The Decay Constant f Ds 

Using the expression for the partial width of the Ds to decay leptonically, equation 2.9, 

and assuming lepton universality, I can express the likelihood function directly in terms 
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Figure 11.1: Likelihood function for D s leptonic decay plotted with respect 
to B(Ds----+ f-LV,,) and B(Ds----+ TvT) simultaneously. The likelihood function 
has been normalized to have a maximum value of 1. 
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Figure 11.2: Likelihood function for Ds leptonic decay plotted with re
spect to B(Ds ----7 f-LV!.L), assuming lepton universality: B(Ds ----7 Tv7 ) = 

9.75B(Ds ----7 f-LV!.L), as discussed in Chapter 2. The hatched regions are ex
cluded at 68% confidence level ("one sigma"). The value indicated is the 
maximum likelihood result and 68% CL errors. The dotted line indicates 
log(£/fmax) = -1/2, for reference. 

of fv s, and maximize it to determine the best value for fv s based on my candidate 

event sample. I show the likelihood function in Figure 11.3, along with the 68% 

confidence interval statistical uncertainties (equation 10. 7), with the result 

fvs = 308~~~~ MeV. 

Figure 11.3 also shows, for reference, the positions where log(£/fmax) = -1/2. 

11.4 Parameter Ranges and Systematic Errors 

Although my results are clearly dominated by statistical uncertainties (since there are 

only six candidate leptonic decays in a sample of about 100 tagged Dt D-; events), an 

evaluation of the systematic errors is important. If nothing else, it provides insight 

into the validity of my technique for extracting B(Ds ----7 fve) and fvs, since the sys-

tematic errors measure the "intrinsic" uncertainty of my procedure, rather than the 

random fluctuations of signal and background statistics. In Chapter 10 (Section 10.3) 
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Figure 11.3: Likelihood function for Ds leptonic decay plotted with respect 
to .fD, · This assumes the Standard Model process forDs ---+ fve, and lepton 
universality, as discussed in Chapter 2. The hatched regions are excluded 
a.t 68% confidence level ("one sigma") . The value indicated is the maximum 
likelihood result and 68% CL errors. The dotted line indicates log( .C / Lmax) = 
-1/2, for reference. 

I presented analytic expressions for the systematic uncertainty deriving from each of 

the "fixed" input parameters of my likelihood function, li sted in Table 11.1. 

When I evaluate equations 10.25 through 10.33 at the nominal values of these 

parameters and the kinematics of my candidate events, and substitute them into 

equations 10.34 and 10.35, I obtain the systematic uncertainties listed in Table 11.2. 

By construction, these systematic uncertainties are a first-order estimate of the 68% 

(one sigma) confidence interval about the measured results, and may be added in 

quadrature with the statistical uncertainties to obtain overall error bars for my res

ults. The dominant systematic error arises from my the selection efficiency for 

Ds ---+ TV7 , T --+ evei.I7 events. This source is nearly three times as large as the 

next significant source, the fit uncertainty on the number of single-tag Dt D-; events . 
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Table 11.1 : Input parameters of the leptonic decay likelihood function. 

I Input Parameter I Symbol I Range 

Candidate Ds events ND , 76.9 ± 13.8 

B(T -t evevT) BTe .1788 ± .0018 

B( T -t fJV J.IYT) BTIJ .1746 ± .0025 

B(T-t7rvT) BT1f .113 ± .004 
C" 58.2 ± 5.8 '-' J.W 

Efficiencies (%) ETe 58.6 ± 5.9 

ETJ.I 54.1 ± 5.4 

C77r 46.8 ± 4.7 

Background rate (%) '/]bkg .79 ± .08 

Table 11.2: Contributions to the systematic uncertainty in B(Ds -t f1V11 ) 

and fD, from each of the likelihood function input parameters. 8JD, = 
JB(tJv) /2) AsB(tJv) as discussed in the text. The signs indicate the "direc
tion" of systematic variation, e.g., 8fD, < 0 indicates that fD , would decrease 
if the indicated parameter increased. All uncertainties represent half of a 68% 
confidence interval about the nominal (maximum likelihood) value. 

Input 8B(11v) JfDs 

Parameter JP (Bin %) (MeV) 

ND, from fit 13.8 -.016 -3.2 

B( T -t eVel/T) .0018 -.002 -.3 

B(T -t fJVJ.Ll.!T) .0025 -.002 -.3 

B(T-t7rvT) .0040 -.002 -.3 

El.w .0582 .004 .9 
C" .0586 -.016 -3 .2 '-'Te 
C" .0541 -.011 -2.3 VTJ_l. 

C77r .0468 -.005 -1.0 

7]bkg .0008 -.053 -10.9 

I Total Systematic Error II .059 12.1 
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11.5 Other Sources of Uncertainty 

In addition to the variation of the likelihood parameters presented in Section 11.4, 

there are additional factors which must be considered in evaluating the uncertainties 

of my results for B(Ds ~ fve) and fDs· Unfortunately, some of these factors are 

computationally difficult to quantify, while others have no quantitative character at 

all. In contrast to Section 11.4, my presentation here will be mainly qualitative, with 

perhaps some order-of-magnitude estimates of additional systematic uncertainties in 

my results. 

Among the quantitative but computationally difficult sources of error are the para

meterizations of the embedded likelihood functions £(m~iss) and fPID. As I noted in 

equation 10.5, I approximate the missing mass distributions by overlapping Gaussians , 

which are fit to samples of Monte Carlo generated events. These fit parameters have 

approximately Gaussian uncertainties associated with them, arising from the limited 

statistics and the fitting process. In principle, I should follow the procedure described 

in Section 11.4, expanding the differentials of equation 10.16 to include 8Cm;/8H1m, 

8Cm;/ 8(j2m and so on. With six parameters each for five different functions, this would 

add 30 terms to the derivation, making an already difficult problem essentially intract

able. Give11 that the uncertainties on these parameters are small (see Table 10.1), I 

expect that theiT contribution to the overall systematic error would also be small, of 

order 6fD, ,......, 10 MeV. 

The particle identification likelihoods are similar. I described the functional form 

of these terms in Chapter 7. Here it is the detector response functions and resolutions 

which should be treated as parameters with uncertainties. Again, in principle each of 

the particle ID likelihood functions should be differentiated with respect to all of its 

parameters, and the resulting terms incorporated into the differential expression. Such 

an exercise would lead to terms which depend on the underlying detector data, rather 

than on kinematical quantities, and would also lead to an unacceptable and intract

able multiplicity of terms. For purposes of this thesis, I believe that any systematic 

uncertainty resulting from the particle identification system is adequately accounted 
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for in the uncertainties on my identification efficiencies and backgrounds, since those 

values depend directly on my maximum-likelihood particle identification method. 

Other sources of systematic uncertainty are not amenable to the quantitative, 

confidence-interval analysis I have used up to now. For example, my definition of an 

"isolated photon" includes fixed limits on energy deposition and proximit~ to charged 

tracks. If I vary these limits, it is possible that my sample of candidate leptoni c decays 

would change, but I cannot sensibly assign a "confidence interval" to such variation. 

Without such an interval , I cannot derive systematic uncertainties with the same inter

pretation as those in Table 11.2. Similar arguments apply, for example, to the initial 

hadronic event selection applied to theBES data, and to my definition of the "central 

region" of the detector , where I restrict my event reconstruction. However, these vari

ous criteria ultimately affect my efficiencies and background levels, so I believe they 

are accounted for by my evaluations of & and 617. 
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Cl1apter 12 Discussio11 

The pseudoscalar decay constants are fundamental parameters of meson structure. 

They appear in expressions for meson leptonic decays, for the mixing of neutral mesons 

(/{
0
-/{

0
, B0-B0 ), and in detailed balance expressions which relate hadronic or semi

leptonic branching fractions of different mesons. A precision measurement of ins, 
therefore, could be used to constrain a variety of theoretical models and calculations, 

as well as to make accurate numerical predictions of physics in the B meson sector. 

Unfortunately, the measurements I have discussed in this thesis are not sufficiently 

precise to serve these purposes. With only six observed candidate decays, out of a 

sample of less than 100 e+ e- --+ n; D-; events, my statistical and systematic uncer

tainties are too large to do more than verify that my results, 

B(Ds--+ J.WJL) = .75! ~4~3 (stat)± .06 (syst) % 

and 

ins= 308!~~~ (stat)± 12(syst) MeV 

are consistent with current theoretical expectations. On the other hand, my technique 

of constructing a global likelihood function provides the maximum possible sensitivity 

for the given data, and I believe it could be used to great advantage for similar 

measurements at future experiments, such as a B meson factory [46]. 

In this chapter I will compare my result with the few other experimental determ

inations of ins [47,48], and describe some of the significant differences between those 

results and my analysis . I will also present a representative collection of theoretical 

calculations, and compare my result to them. Finally, I will discuss some of the implic

ations of my results with respect to tests of the Standard Model in both the leptonic 

and quark sectors. 
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12.1 Other Experimental Determinations of f ns 

In 1992, the WA75 collaboration at CERN presented the first observations of ns ---+ 

f-lV~-' decays [4 7]. WA 75 was a fixed target experiment, in which a 1r- beam is incident 

on an emulsion target to produce n s and other charmed hadrons by photoproduction, 

and a downstream hodoscope identifies the muon from ns ---+ f-lVJL decay. After select

ing events consistent with a two-body charged decay to a single charged particle, or 

a two-body neutral decay to two charged particles, they measured the momentum of 

the muon transfers to the line of flight of the decaying charmed hadron (pj_ ). After 

fitting these distributions to semileptonic decays determined from Monte Carlo sim

ulations, WA 75 observed six charged events (out of 144) above the kinematic limit 

of 880 MeV /c for semileptonic decays. Normalizing to their observed no ---+ f-l+v~-'X 

signal, they extracted a branching fraction 

(3.9~~:~~g:~ ± 1.4) X 10-3 

225 ± 45 ± 20 ± 41 MeV , 

where the last systematic error is due to their normalization of the ns production rate, 

based on measurements of no and ns cross sections and branching fractions from 

several experiments. 

In 1994, the CLEO experiment at Cornell used n; production in charm jets to 

observe a few dozen candidate ns ---+ f-lVJL decays [48]. The CLEO detector, at the 

CESR e+ e- storage ring at Cornell University, operates in the Y resonance region 

(Ecm rv 10 GeV) to produce BB meson pairs, as well as continuum quarks. For 

this analysis , they identified direct n; production by tagging the photon in the decay 

n; ---+ ns/, and rejecting events consistent with BB production. Selecting ns---+ J.LV~-' 

decays from their sample of ns tags, and measuring the 1-f-l correlations, they extract 
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the Ds----+ f.-W,, branching fraction relative to B(Ds----+ qnr). Their result, 

B(Ds ----+ !WJl) = 0.245 ± 0.052 ± 0.074 , 
B ( D s ----+ qnr ) 

must be normalized to the ¢1r branching fraction (3.5 ± 0.4 %) in order to extract 

!D,; this introduces an additional systematic error in their published resu1t, .fDs 

344 ± 37 ±52± 23 MeV. 1 

Both of these experimental results, the only published values for .fD. before BES, 

suffer from the problem of normalization. In order to convert a count of observed 

events to a branching fraction (and thence to fDJ, WA75 must make assumptions 

about the rate of Ds production in 1r N interactions; CLEO must either know the ab

solute D; production rate at the 1( 4S), or they must normalize their B(Ds ----+ pv,,) to 

some other Ds decay channel, such as Ds----+ ¢1r. In either case, the normalizations are 

determined from other experiments, so the analysis is ultimately not "self-contained." 

In contrast, the BES data described in this thesis were obtained at Ecm = 

4.03 GeV, which is just above threshold for Dt D; production. As I have noted 

in Part II of this thesis, we can identify an entire event as e+ e- ----+ Dt D; by recon

structing only one of the Ds mesons. We do not have to apply any selection criteria 

to the other (recoil) half of the event. A sample of such tagged events, used as input 

to various recoil analyses, allows us to make absolute determinations of branching 

fractions , independent of Dt D; cross sections, our tagging efficiency, or other Ds 

branching fractions. BES published a search for D s ----+ .Cve decays in such a "double

tag" analysis in 1995 [50]; that analysis was independent of mine, using a different 

tagging method , different criteria for recoil event selection, and a different likelihood 

function with which to extract B(Ds ----+ pv") and .fDs· The published result, based on 

94.3 ± 13.2 tagged Dt D; events and three candidate leptonic decays (with electron 

or muon recoil tracks) was .fD, = 430 ~i~g ± 40 MeV. 

1In 1995 , CLEO reported [49] an updated calculation , based on 50% additional data (3.06 fb- 1 

vs. 2.13 fb- 1
). Their new result , B(J.w) /B( qnr) = 0.184 ± 0.03 ± 0.038 , corresponds to Jv, = 

284±30±30±16 MeV. 
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Theoretical Calculations of f Ds 

Because of their relationship to meson wavefunctions, decay constants are often cal

culated as a test of theoretical models of different types. Conversely, experimental 

determination of decay constants can directly validate or exclude those same theor

etical models. In this section, I will briefly review several theoretical models which 

can make numerical predictions of f Ds. Many of these models also make predictions, 

sometimes with smaller uncertainties, for such ratios as .fD/fDs or .fD) fBs [51,52]. 

12.2.1 · Lattice QCD 

The most popular calculational method is lattice QCD, where spacetime is modeled 

as a discrete lattice, with typical spacing ~ 0(1 fm). This method is not a model, 

but is rather an implementation of the exact theory of QCD in a form suitable for 

computation. The quarks occupy the coordinates of the four-dimensional lattice, 

and the gluons occupy the "edges" connecting pairs of coordinates , exchanging four

momentum between the quarks at each encl. Observables are measured by sampling 

the configuration space of possible quark-gluon arrangements, and taking statistical 

averages. The calculations of lattice QCD are comparable to experimental results in 

the limit where the lattice spacing becomes zero, and where the number of lattice points 

(typically 0(164
)) becomes infinite. This requires extreme computing resources, and 

so such calculations have historically been of limited value. Modern massively-parallel 

processors are making the calculation of lattice QCD results much more reliable and 

mutually consistent. Bernard and Soni have clone several such calculations in the 

last decade, reporting .fDs = 2:34 ± 64.:35 MeV [53] and 230 ± 11 MeV [54]. In 1988, 

DeGrand, et al. reported .fDs = 157 ± 17 MeV [55]. 

12.2.2 QCD Sun1 Rules 

Derivation of QCD sum rules, like lattice QCD, should provide model-independent 

predictions for fDs, based on exact, non-perturbative QCD. Sum rules are derived 



by constructing dispersion relations (integral equations over the energy transfer Q) to 

relate low energy parameters such as hadron masses and structure functions to current 

correlators [56]. These correlators (two-point integra.ls over spacetime) are expanded 

in short-distance operator products , representing perturbative and nonperturbative 

effects at a particular order in the derivatives. The operator products themselves are 

expressed in terms of vacuum expectation values of the quark and gluon fields. If 

sufficient sum rules can be determined , then the self-consistency of QCD implies that 

experimental input from one sector (such as the charmonium mass spectrum or inclus

ive e+ e- cross sections) can be used to compute, or at least to constrain, unmeasured 

parameters in other sectors such as fD . · In 1987, Dominguez and Paver used Hil

bert transform power-moment sum rules to compute pseudoscalar decay constants at 

Q2 = 0, obtaining .fDs = 194 ± 12 MeV, while Narison used QCD duality to obtain 

!D. = 154 ± 14 MeV (from his results fD = 122 ± 11 MeV and !D. ~ 1.26 fD ). 

Bian and Juang in 1993 reported their calculation of .fD. = 332 MeV. \rVhile some 

of the experimental data used to convert sum rules to numerical predictions changed 

between the 1980's and 1990's, the broad range of results is characteristic, and far 

larger than the reported uncertainties of any individual calculation. 

12.2.3 Non-relativistic Potentials 

The non-relativistic quark model. was di scussed in Chapter 2, where I showed equa

tion 2.13, relating a meson's decay constant to its mass and wavefunction, 

The calculation of V'; (O) depends on the precise form of the binding potential, the value 

of a 5 used, and on the constituent masses of the two quarks. Different authors make 

different choices for all of these parameters, which lead to the variety of predictions 

for .fDs in the literature , an which are reflected in Figure 12.1. 
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12.2.4 Heavy Quark Effective Theory 

The heavy quark effective theory (HQET), originated by Isgur, Wise, and others [57], 

is an approximation of QCD in which the mass of the heavy quarks (bottom, top, 

and sometimes charm) are taken to be infinite. It is similar to the non-relativi stic 

potential models, but is an exact field theory, rather than a parameterized model. In 

this limit , a number of useful symmetries appear in the QCD Lagrangian , including an 

SU(2N) symmetry among the heavy quark flavors and spins, which can be exploited 

to relate experimental measurements in different sectors. Because HQET is a. field 

theory of QCD, rather than a phenomenological model , the relations it predicts can be 

evaluated as operator product expansions similar to QCD sum rules, as Hamiltonians 

for potential models, or using any of the other quark models taken in the appropriate 

(mQ --+ oo) limit. Generally, HQET predictions of decay constants are expressed as 

ratios , .fD/.fB or .fD) .fD, rather than absolute values . One of the problems with using 

HQET to extract charm parameters, such as fDs, is that the charm quark mass of 

;::; 2 Ge V is only slightly larger than the QCD scale A rv 1 Ge V; it is not clear that 

the infinite mass limit assumed by HQET is correct in this case, although some of the 

results are consistent with experimental data.. 

Recently [51] , Amundson has used HQET to compare va.nous quark potential 

models , and to extract a. model-independent expression for the separate pseudosca.la.r 

decay constants to first order in 1/mQ. His result for .fD)s 376 ± 87.3 MeV, where 

I quote the uncertainty as the difference between his calculations for non-relativistic 

and semirela.tivistic models. 

12.2.5 Relativistic Quark Model 

In the literature, the term "relativistic quark model" covers a. fairly wide variety of 

models and calculational methods . Some authors have used a. "rela.tivized Schrodinger 

equation," where the p2 /2m operator is replaced by yfp2 + m 2 [58]; others construct a 

Dirac wavefunction for the bound quarks in a non-relativistic confining potential [59]; 

others use "trial" wa.vefunctions of simple form (Gaussian or hydrogenic) to construct 
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Lorentz-covariant currents [60]. These different approaches, and the latitude of input 

parameters available, lead to a wide range of calculations of decay constants , varying 

over a factor of two, as Figure 12.1 indicates . 

12.2.6 The Factorization Hypothesis 

The factorization hypothesis is a simplification of the problem of computing matrix 

elements for heavy hadron weak decays. It presumes that the matrix element for the 

decay M --7 X Y, 

M = (XYIHI JW) , 

can be factored into separate transitions, for example the initial heavy hadron to a 

heavy final-state hadron X , and production of light hadrons Y from vacuum, 

In terms of tree-level Feynman diagrams, this factorization assumes that the creation 

and decay of the HI boson propagator are independent, and that there are no interfer

ence or final-state interaction effects contributing to the XY final state. 

With respect to meson decay constants, the factorization hypothesis allows, for 

example, fDs to be related to charmed semileptonic decays (for which factorization 

is necessarily valid) and nonleptonic decays to strange (quark) final states, since fDs 

parameterized all of the QCD interactions at the c-s-W vertex. Calculations by 

Bortoletto et al. [61], and by Rosner [19] give values for fDs of 276 ± 62.94 and 

259 ± 7 4, respectively. 

12.3 Summary of Comparisons 

In Figure 12.1, I summarize the current status of experimental and theoretical meas

urements of fDs , in comparison with both the recently published BES result [50] and 

my result from this thesis. Clearly, the statistical uncertainties on my result are 
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consistent with everything in the current literature. Nevertheless, it is interesting 

that most of the theoretical calculations (both with and without uncertainties) are 

systematically lower than my value for fDs, and lower than the other experimental 

determinations. 

c 
c 0 (/) :;::: 
0 ctl "(jj 
(/) N Q) 
-gRelativistic ·;:: 

0 lO .c 
0 -Lattice QCD Sum Potential :::J Quark - w " en (/) 
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ctl ...J 

$: 
w :c 

QCD Rules Model <( Model u... () ttl 1-
750 

0~----~--------~------~~------~----~------~--~ 

Figure 12.1: Comparison of this measurement of fDs with other experimental 
and theoretical calculations. The theoretical calculations shown cover lattice 
QCD [53-55], QCD sum rules [56, 62-64], quark-quark potential models [65-
68] including Amundson's application of heavy quark effective theory [51], 
relativistic wavefunction calculations [58,60,69], and factorization models [19, 
61]. The details of the experimental results [47,48] are discussed in the text. 
The BES analysis shown [50, 70] was independent of this thesis. The figure is 
adapted from Ref. [70]. 

12.4 Unitarity of Ds Decays 

My determination of B(Ds ---+ f.w 1..) and B(Ds ---+ TVT) as independent results (Sec

tion 11.1) could be used as a test of lepton universality. Equation 2.11 makes a clear 

prediction for the ratio of the branching fractions, assuming that both muons and 

taus couple identically to the W boson. Any non-standard coupling, or non-Standard 

Model processes which contribute to the final states I have studied, would lead to 

a discrepancy with this prediction. In fact, the statistical uncertainty on my result 
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make this a somewhat futile exercise. Using my results, 

I obtain the ratio 

B(Ds -+ f-lV,,) 

B(Ds-+ TVT) 

3 20+6.39 07 
. -3.15 /0 

1 63+15.88 07' 
. -1.63 10 

B(Ds -+ TV7 ) _ r:: 
1 
+17 _11 

B(Ds -+ ~wl") - .o -3.55 ' 
( 12.1) 

which, while not close to the expected ratio of 9. 75, is consistent with lepton univer

sality within the quoted errors, as well as being consistent with zero. 
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Cl1apter 13 Summary of A11alysis 

In this thesis I have presented my determination of the branching fraction of the Ds 

meson to leptons, 

B(Ds---+ f-LVJJ-) = .75~~4~3 (stat) ± .06 (syst) % 

and the pseudoscalar decay constant, 

fns = 308~~~~ (stat)± 12 (syst) MeV. 

My analysis is based on 21.9 pb -l of e+ e- collision data taken with the BES detector 

at a center of mass energy of 4.03 GeV. From an initial sample of 1.6 million hadronic 

(2 3 charged track) events, I extracted 1:33,000 possible e+e- ---+ n; D-; production 

events, which I then analyzed in detail using a maximum likelihood technique. The 

BES data sample, at Ecm = 4.03 GeV, is below threshold for production of D; mesons; 

thus, Ds decays may be studied using a "double-tag" technique, where identification 

of one Ds decay in the event constrains the other, recoil, side to also be a Ds, in an 

unbiased way. Information about, or uncertainties arising from, the absolute size of 

the data sample or Ds production cross sections are eliminated naturally, leading to 

absolute branching fraction determinations. 

I presented a maximum-likelihood based method of single-track particle identifica

tion, which combines information from all of theBES detector systems. This method 

includes response functions for each charged particle type ( e, fl , ?T±, !{±, p) determ

ined from kinematically selected (non-particle ID based) samples of each type, and 

correctly integrates both Gaussian and non-Gaussian probability distributions. The 

software package with which I implemented this method is documented in this thesis 

(see Appendix B) , and has been used for other published BES analyses [44,50]. 
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To obtain a sample of D; D-; events, I constructed a likelihood function ( equa

tion 8.4) to describe the decay of a Ds meson into a fully-reconstructed final state, 

cjy(J{+ l\·-) 7r+, f{* 0 (J{+7r-) !{+,or !{~( 7r+7r-) l\·+. This function, 

£(Ds --t A(ab)c) LPJD(i =a)· LpJD(j =b)· LPID(k =c) 

X Lres(THij; J\!IA, r4). Lfit(X2' ndf) ' 

includes my particle identification function for each track (£pw), correspondence 

of the two-body mass with the expected resonance ( cjy( 1020), /{* 0
, or !{~) in the 

Ds hadronic decay, and a kinematic fit of the three-body final state to one side of 

an e+ C --t X X event, where the mass of X is left as a free parameter of the fit. 

By selecting the maximum likelihood permutation of each set of three tracks, and 

requiring that that permutation have a probability (cumulative likelihood) P > 0.05, I 

identified a total of 190 events with fitted masses between 1958.5 and 1978.5 MeV/c2 

(i.e., within 10 MeV /c2 of the world-average mass of the Ds meson, 1968.5 MeV [1]). 

Of these events, I determined that 76.9 ± 13.8 were true D; D-; events, based on an 

unbinned maximum-likelihood fit of the masses of 1097 candidates toaDs signal peak 

plus background (see Figure 8.15). 

Finally, I searched my sample of 190 candidate D; D-; events for recoils containing 

a single charged track in the central region of the detector (I cos Bl < 0. 75), no isolated 

photons (neutral energy in the barrel calorimeter more than 18 degrees from the 

nearest charged track), and missing momentum pointing into the central detector. 

This latter condition is characteristic of events containing neutrinos, such as leptonic 

and semi-leptonic Ds decays. My criteria were designed to select Ds leptonic decays 

in one of four final states, Ds --t f1ll11. or Ds --t TVT with T --t evevT, T --t f1V 11 vT, or 

T --t 7TI/T (see Figure 9.1). I identified six candidates, shown graphically in Figures 9.5 

through 9.10, of which 1.51 are estimated from Monte Carlo studies to be background. 

Based on these six events , I have extracted measurements of the branching fraction 

B(Ds --t f-li/11 ) and the Ds decay constant .fDs' using a maximum likelihood technique. 

My likelihood function (equation 10.2) is a product of likelihoods for each event, 
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constructed as a sum of likelihoods for the missing mass in the event compared to 

that expected in each of the four leptonic-decay final states, or background, 

events {channels 
£ P(Nevents; Nexp) II L Wm£~ID Lm(rn~isJ 

t m 

+ WbkgLbkg(m~isJ} . 

Each of the likelihood factors is weighted by the likelihood that the recoil track is the 

particle expected in the final state, and by the fraction of events expected in the final 

state. 

I can maximize this likelihood function with respect to the leptonic branching 

fractions B(Ds ~ f-lVJ.L) and B(Ds ~ TvT), which appear in the weights l¥m, or with 

respect to the decay constant .fn. (B(Ds ~ fve) ex .f;5, ) assuming universal couplings 

of the leptons. My results for all of these cases were shown graphically in Chapter 11. 

For the two branching fractions, my likelihood function is maximized at 

B(Ds ~ f-lVJ.L) 

B(Ds~TvT) 

3 ?0+6.39 01 
0 ~ -3.15 / 0 

1 63+15 .88 01 
0 -1.63 /0 

when the two are allowed to vary independently. Assuming lepton universality, 

B(Ds ~ TvT) = 9.75B(Ds ~ fWJ.L), and my likelihood function is maximized at 

corresponding to a decay constant 

where the quoted uncertainties are statistical, and correspond to a 68% confidence 

interval about the central (maximum likelihood) value. 

Since my likelihood function is fully analytical (the missing mass distributions are 

parameterized as overlapping Gaussians, fit to Monte Carlo data), I have determined 
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the systematic uncertainties on my analysis by formally differentiating the maximum 

likelihood condition 

to obtain the total differential dB(1-w) in terms of the various parameters of the like

lihood function, and the differentials of those parameters. I described this procedure 

in detail, and presented explicit expressions for all of the derivatives 88 (pv) /8 P , in 

Section 11.4. Adding the individual contributions in quadrature, I found that my total 

systematic uncertainty is tSB(Ds --+ pv1J = 1.5 x 10-3 (i.e., 0.15%), or tS.fDs = 27 MeV. 

In the following section (11.5) I discussed qualitatively sources of systematic error 

which arise outside my likelihood function, and hence cannot be defined rigorously in 

terms of a confidence interval. 

The decay constant .fDs is a fairly fundamental parameter of the Standard Model. 

Its measurement probes several aspects of QCD, including the effective quark-quark 

potential in mesons, the accuracy of lattice calculations, and symmetry relationships 

among the hadrons. Although my measurement of .fD, is unique in being independent 

of production cross sections or hadron decay fractions (such as B ( B --+ D s X)), the 

limited statistics of the BES data set make it less useful for validating or excluding 

the many theoretical calculations in the literature. In Chapter 12 I compared my 

result with existing theoretical calculations, and with experimental results from fixed 

target [47] and high-energy charm production [48]; within my statistical and systematic 

uncertainties, my result is consistent with all of them. In addition, my independent 

determination of the muonic and tauonic branching fractions can be used to test 

leptonic universality: the ratio of branching fractions , 

B(Ds --+ Tl/7 ) _;.....__ ____ = .51 +17.11 

B(Ds--+ pvl.t) -3.55 

is consistent, within large errors, to the expected value of 9.75. 
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Part V 

Appendices 
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Appe11dix A Tl1e Coupled-Cha1111el Model 

of Cl1arn1 Production 

In 1980, Eichten et al. presented [28] calculations, based on a non-relativistic quark

model potential, for the production of charmed mesons in e+ e- collisions in the 3-

5 Ge V center-of-mass energy range. Specifically, the model predicts values for Rcharm 

as a function of Ecm, for the reactions 

as well as to higher charmed resonance states. The Mark III experiment used this 

model [71] to investigate possible running energies for charmed meson studies, includ

ing Ds production. 

I have adapted the Mark III software [72] for use by the BES experiment, and 

have used it to generate updated predictions, based on the latest [1] charmed meson 

masses and coupling constants (as)· Figures A.1 and A.2 show these predictions for 

the energy range 3. 7- 4.5 Ge V. Of particular interest are the production cross sections 

predicted at Ecm = 4.0:3 GeV, where there is expected to be an enhancement in the 

e+ e- ---+ Dt D-; rate, listed in Table A.l. 
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Individual Charm Contributions toR 
in Coupled-Channel Model 

ou_~_L~~~~-L~~-L~~~~~_L~~_L~~ 

3.8 4 4.2 4.4 3.8 4 4.2 4.4 

Ecm (GeV) 

Figure A.l: Predictions for production of charmed mesons in e+ e- collisions, 
using the coupled-channel model. Predictions are expressed in units of R = 
O"(e+e- -t X)/O"(e+e- -t f-L+f-L-). 
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Individual Charm-Strange Contributions toR 

in Coupled-Channel Model 

D* + D*-
5 5 

o+ D*-
5 5 

D*0 mass: 

0
5 

mass: 

o; mass: 

1864.6 MeV 

2006.7 MeV 

1968.5 MeV 

2112.4 MeV 

5 Rcharm R(D*) 

3.8 4 4.2 4.4 3.8 4 4.2 4.4 

Ecm (GeV) 

Figure A.2: Predictions for production of Ds mesons in e+e-collisions, 
using the coupled-channel model. Predictions are expressed in units of 
R = o-(e+ e- -t X)/O"( e+e- -t p+p-). 
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Table A .1: Predictions for production of charmed meson states at center-of
mass energy Ecm = 4.03 GeV, using the coupled-channel model. 

Rmode o-(Total) 

e+e- -+ Charged Neutral Total (nb) 

DD 3.9 X 10-3 0.01 0.01 0.07 

D*D 0.67 0.62 1.30 6.95 

D*D* 0.36 0.58 0.93 4.99 

D+D-
s s 0.15 0.15 0.81 

I Total 2.4o 11 12.8 
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Particle lde11tification witl1 

I have implemented theBES particle identification algorithm described in Chapter 7 as 

a package of routines called TRACKID. This package calculates the x2 of a reconstructed 

track for any charged particle hypothesis { e, f-1, 1r, K, p}, or for the neutral hypothesis 

of an isolated photon. Additionally, routines are provided for computing a normalized 

weight between any two identification hypotheses, and for filling a vector (N-tuple) 

with the reconstructed track parameters and identification confidence levels. 

TRACKID is available as part of the BES software library. No special compilation 

or linking is required. All of the routines are written in portable Fortran 77, and may 

be modified or improved by users as necessary. 

The basic structure of TRACKID is shown in Figure B.l. there are three "top-level" 

routines, intended to be called by the user, and a modular hierarchy of routines which 

first fill a vector with data from each detector system, then use that data to compute 

particle identification likelihoods and x2's. At each stage, the number of degrees of 

freedom contributed by the detector system is accumulated, so that a final confidence 

level for each hypothesis may be calculated. 

The following sections discuss the user interface in detail, and also describe how 

the program flow in Figure B .1, and the calculations, may be controlled by the user. 

B.l User Interface 

The user interface to TRACKID consists of four program routines, and one include 

file, which is only necessary if the user wants access to the N-tuple version of the 

track data. All of the routines take a track index into TRKLST as the initial argument. 

This argument is an INTEGER and must be in the valid range for tracks in the event, 
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User code 

.( 1 '\. 
ITRACKCLI ITRACKLKI ITRACKWTI 

l~ 1 J ITRKTUPI 

1 
IDCTUPI 

ITDFTUPI ITDFREDDI jTOFPATHj 

jscruPI jTOFTEXPI 

IMUTUPI I TDFREsol 

IDEDXTUPI IDEDXREDDI 1-----t (T?) IDEDXXSI 

I PIDTUP I jsYSCHECKI jDEDXCDRI -t (Ds ?) 

1 
q=JO ILIKETRKI q =O 

lcHI2CHGI ~ JcHI2NEUI 

1 
(DC?) lcHI2Dcl 

(TOF?) lcHI2TDFI 

(SC?) lcHI2scl jLIKEEVPj I LIKESVP I JcHILANj 

(MU?) lcHI2MUI ILIKEXSTI 

(DEDX ?) JcHI2DEXI 

Figure B .1: Structure of TRACKID software package. 
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1 < i < TDTTKS. 

The particle identification hypothesis h is coded using an INTEGER va.lue, taken 

from the BES Monte Carlo particle numbering scheme (see XMCHTY. INC): 

1 = 1, e = 2, f-l = 3, 1r = 4, 1"· = 5, p = 6 . 

B.2 Universal Particle Identification 

EXTERNAL TRACKID 
INTEGER TRACKID, IDBEST 
INTEGER i, hypgood, hypbad 
REAL clmin 
IDBEST = TRACKID(i,hypgood,hypbad,clmin) 

(B.1) 

The function TRACKID provides a universal interface to the TRACKID package. 

Given appropriate values of hypgood, hypbad, and clmin, it will return the best 

available identification (using the BES Monte Carlo particle numbering scheme ( equa

tion B.1). If no identification can be made, IDBEST = 0. 

Normalized Weight. With hypgood =J 0 and hypbad =J 0, a normalized weight is 

computed to compare the two hypotheses, as is done with TRACKWT (Section B.5). 

The additional argument clmin in this case sets the threshold for identification 

with the normalized weight. If clmin = 0, the threshold is set to 0.5. 

Maximum Likelihood. With hypgood = hypbad = 0, a maximum likelihood se

lection is done, among all six identification hypotheses (equation B.1) . If 

clmin =J 0, it is used as a threshold for a global consistency check, to determine 

if the maximum likelihood identity is reasonable. 

Consistency Check. With hypgood =J 0 but hypbad = 0, a simple consistency 

check for the specified hypothesis is done , using clmin a.s the minimum accept

able confidence level. If clmin = 0, then TRKCUT (Section B.8) is used as the 

minimum confidence level. 
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B.3 Filling a Vector of Likelihoods 

INTEGER i 
REAL PIDLIKE(6) 
CALL TRACKLK(i,PIDLIKE) 

The subroutine TRACKLK returns an array of normalized likelihoods for all possible 

particle identification hypotheses for the selected track. Note that the internal N-tuple 

vector TKVAR is not available to the calling user code. 

The array PIDLIKE will be filled on return with the likelihoods for all particle 

identification hypotheses, normalized to their sum. The array subscripts correspond 

to the BES Monte Carlo particle numbering scheme (equation B.1). If the track has 

no data. available for identification , then all the likelihoods will be zero. 

B.4 Filling a Vector of Confidence Levels 

INTEGER i 
REAL PIDCL(6) 
INTEGER NDFPID 
CALL TRACKCL(i,PIDCL,NDFPID) 

The subroutine TRACKCL returns an array of global confidence levels for all possible 

particle identification hypotheses for the selected track. Note that the internal N-tuple 

vector TKVAR is not available to the calling user code. 

The array PIDCL will be filled on return with the confidence levels, combined from 

all available detector systems for all particle identification hypotheses. NDFPID will 

indicate the number of degrees of freedom used to compute the confidence levels, 

typically one for each detector system. The array subscripts correspond to the BES 

Monte Carlo particle numbering scheme (equation B .1). If the track has no data 

available for identification, then NDFPID = 0. 
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Computing a Normalized Weight 

EXTERNAL TRACKWT 
REAL TRACKWT, WEIGHT 
INTEGER i, hypgood, hypbad 
WEIGHT= TRACKWT(i,hypgood,hypbad) 

The function TRACKWT computes a normalized weight, or likelihood ratio, com

paring two selected hypotheses. The two hypothesis codes hypgood and hypbad cor

respond to the subscripts a and b, respectively, in equation 7.2, so that the returned 

weight is close to 1 if the track matches hypgood, and close to 0 if the track matches 

hypbad. 

The track is required to be consistent with at least one of the hypotheses. If 

C L(hypgood) < TRKCUT and C L(hypbad) < TRKCUT, or if any of the calling arguments 

i, hypgood, or hypbad are invalid, the function returns a weight of -1. 

A specific use of TRACKWT is in 1r / J{ separation. One BES particle identification 

routine [73] calculates a normalized weight XPIK which is close to 1 for a good kaon, 

and close to 0 for a good pion; the track is rejected if neither hypothesis is above 0.01. 

Using the TRACKID package, XPIK = TRACKWT( i, 5, 4 ). 

B.6 Filling a Row-wise HBOOK N-tuple 

INCLUDE 'BESINCN:TRKTUP.INC' 
INTEGER i 
CALL TRKTUP(i,TKVAR) 

The one-dimensional array (N-tuple) TKVAR is defined in TRKTUP. INC. TRKTUP fills 

this array with the reconstructed data for the ith track in the event, with some quantit

ies recomputed using the various empirical corrections discussed earlier. The N-tuple 

also contains the confidence levels and likelihoods for all of the appropriate identi

fication hypotheses (isolated photon for neutral tracks or { e, f-l, 1r, K, p} for charged 

tracks) and the number of particle ID degrees of freedom. 
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Symbolic parameters are defined in TRKTUP. INC to reference each of the elements 

of theN-tuple (users should reference TRKTUP. INC on their local system for a full list). 

Base indices are also defined for groups of related data. Thus, 

TKV AR(TKV _FTRK) 

TKVAR(TKv_xs + 5) 

Reconstructed track momentum 

Number of dEjdx sigma from 

kaon hypothesis. 

The N-tuple array TKVAR is defined as a local variable only. It is not included in 

any common block. To share the data in it between several routines, the array must 

be defined with 

INCLUDE 'BESINCN:TRKTUP.INC' 

in the top-level (parent) routine, where TRKTUP is called, and passed as an argument 

to all the underlying (child) routines. In the latter routines, the argument should 

also be declared by using the INCLUDE statement, not by declaring "REAL TKVAR ( *)" 

explicitly. See the TRACKWT source code for an example of such a "parent" routine, 

and TRKTUP. FOR itself for a "child" routine receiving TKVAR as an argument. 

B.7 Passing a Filled N-tuple 

All of the TRACKID user-interface routines described above have an alternate calling 

sequence, where a previously filled TKVAR N-tuple is passed in place of the track 

index i. 

INCLUDE 'BESINCN:TRKTUP.INC' 
EXTERNAL TKVARID, TKVARLK, TKVARCL, TKVARWT 
INTEGER TKVARID, IDBEST 
REAL TKVARWT, WEIGHT 
INTEGER i, hypgood, hypbad 
REAL elm in 
REAL PIDLIKE(6), PIDCL(6) 
INTEGER NDFPID 
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CALL TRKTUP(i,TKVAR) 
IDBEST = TKVARID(TKVAR,hypgood,hypbad,clmin) 
WEIGHT = TKVARWT(TKVAR,hypgood,hypbad) 
CALL TKVARLK(TKVAR,PIDLIKE(6)) 
CALL TKVARCL(TKVAR,PIDCL(6),NDFPID) 

The valid argument requirements, return values, and error conditions for the 

TKVAR:r:r routines are the same as those described previously for the TRACKx:r versions. 

B.8 Configuration 

The TRACKID package has a number of configuration parameters, all stored in the 

common block /TRKCUTS/, in the TRKCUTS. INC include file. There are parameters for 

error protection (to prevent over- and underflows during calculations), for data quality 

checks , ·and for selection of detector systems. 

The parameters are initialized in a BLOCK DATA subprogram loaded automatically 

if any TRACKID routine is called by the user. The default values can be overridden 

simply by assigning a new value to the appropriate variable in user code (not by using 

DATA statements). 

CHI MAX (REAL*4) specifies the maximum value of x in expressions of the form 

exp( -x2 /2). The default value, CHIMAX = 13, corresponds to 2 x 10-37
, which is 

nearly the single-precision (REAL*4) limit on most platforms. 

TRKCUT (REAL*4) specifies the minimum confidence level required for a track to 

be consistent with a given hypothesis. It is used in the TRACKWT function to verify 

that the track is consistent with one of the two hypotheses requested by the user. The 

default value is TRKCUT = 0.01. 

The total x2 for data consistency checking may include contributions from every 

detector system . The parameter TRKSYS (INTEGER*4) is a bit mask which specifies 

which detector systems should be used in the actual calculation in routine CHI2CHG. 

TRKCUTS. INC defines symbolic parameters for each of the bit positions, so the user 

does not need to use numeric values: 
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INTEGER TRKSYS_DC, TRKSYS_TOF, TRKSYS_SC 
INTEGER TRKSYS_DEDX, TRKSYS_MU, TRKSYS_ECTOF 
INTEGER TRKSYS_ESC 

PARAMETER (TRKSYS_DC = 1) 
PARAMETER (TRKSYS_TDF = 2) 

PARAMETER (TRKSYS_SC = 4) 
PARAMETER (TRKSYS_DEDX = 8) 

PARAMETER (TRKSYS_MU = 16) 
PARAMETER (TRKSYS_ECTOF = 32) 

PARAMETER (TRKSYS_ESC = 64) 

The default value is TRKSYS = 10 = TRKSYS_TOF + TRKSYS...DEDX, so that only the TOF 

and dE I dx systems contribute to particle identification. 

Preselection of the data in each subsystem is done for charged track fits, TOF, 

and dE I dx data. All of the data quality variables are INTEGER*4 values or arrays. 

For drift chamber track fitting, MFITOK is an array of three acceptable values of 

the MFIT quality code. NMFITOK indicates how many MFITOK values have been set: 

NMFITOK = 0 accepts all charged tracks. The default values are NFMITOK = 2 and 

MFITOK(i) = 2, -19. 

For the time of flight data, TQMASK is a bit mask indicating acceptable values of 

the TQUAL quality code. The position (0 to 31) of each set bit is used as a TQUAL 

value which is acceptable. The default value is TQMASK = Ox0086, corresponding to 

TQUAL = 1, 2 or 7. 

For dE I dx energy loss reconstruction, MINDEDX selects the minimum number of 

hits for a. reasonable dE I dx value. The default value is MINDEDX = 15. 

An additional data quality check is available, for analyses which have a known and 

limited number of l1'ue track hypotheses (e.g., a kinematically pure sample of 7f± and 

J(± tracks). The parameter HYPSYS (INTEGER*4) is a. bit mask which specifies a. li st 

of hypotheses with which each detector subsystem (as selected in TRKSYS) must be 

consistent . TRKCUTS. INC defines symbolic parameters for each of the bit positions in 

HYPSYS, so the user does not need to use numeric values: 
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INTEGER HYPSYS_G, HYPSYS_E, HYPSYS_MU 
INTEGER HYPSYS_PI, HYPSYS_K, HYPSYS_P 

PARAMETER (HYPSYS_G = 1) 

PARAMETER (HYPSYS_E = 2) 

PARAMETER (HYPSYS_MU = 4) 
PARAMETER (HYPSYS_PI = 8) 

PARAMETER (HYPSYS_K = 16) 

PARAMETER (HYPSYS_P = 32) 

The default value is HYPSYS = 0. This disables system consistency checking. All data 

which pass the quality checks above will be used for particle identification. 

The consistency requirement is imposed as a hard-wired x;ystem,h < 9 for each 

hypothesis h in HYPSYS, in the routine SYSCHECK ( INTEGER*4) . If a detector system 

fails this consistency check for every hypothesis listed in HYPSYS , the data is presumed 

to be invalid and is not used for the track. SYSCHECK returns an integer value which 

may be substituted for TRKSYS before particle identification is done. 
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